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ABSTRACT 

Calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) kidney stones are the most common type of 

renal calculi. COM kidney stones are shown using polarized optical microscopy (POM) 

to develop by following a combined mechanism of direct crystal growth from a nidus, 

and by adsorption of preformed crystals. POM, X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and 

magnetic resonance imaging demonstrate that stones grow in layers consisting of COM 

crystals amalgamated with unidentified, optically inactive material. The stones have an 

intrinsic, non-water permeable core covered with a developing, crystalline COM, water 

permeable shell. These data provide insight into COM’s variable response to shock wave 

lithotripsy, the most common surgical treatment. 

Elmiron® is a commercial drug for the treatment of interstitial cystitis with the 

active ingredient being pentosan polysulfate (PPS), which is an anionic polysaccharide. 

Pentosan polysulfate was extracted from Elmiron® and its effects on COM crystal 

nucleation and growth were examined using a particle size analyzer (PSA), XRD and 

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy. PSA data suggest that PPS may exhibit an effect at decreasing 

the crystal size of calcium oxalate particles, but due to statistical variability, the results 

are inconclusive. SEM images show that PPS favours the formation of COM’s 

pseudopolymorph, calcium oxalate dihydrate (COD), and it decreased crystal 

aggregation. The effects of PPS may be due to an interaction between its sulfate groups 

and calcium oxalate as demonstrated by IR spectroscopy.  
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1: INTRODUCTION 

Successful progression of knowledge depends on venturing in new dimensions 

never explored before. Bridging materials chemistry with geology, medicine and 

biochemistry provides a new frontier for scientific advancements and an arena for 

demonstrating the diversity materials chemistry can possess. This thesis is not a 

representation of all the work performed and published during my Ph.D. career; however, 

it combines several branches of science involving the materials characterization of 

pathological biomaterials. It consists of three main chapters describing, characterizing 

and discussing kidney stones’ pathological biomineralization and a possible treatment for 

their prevention.  

1.1  Kidney Stones 

Kidney stones, also known as renal calculi (singular calculus), are the most 

common disease of the urinary tract affecting about 10% of the global population.1 These 

unwanted mineral aggregates can result in extreme pain and morbidity, and in some cases 

may lead to high blood pressure2 and increase the risk for coronary artery disease and 

diabetes mellitus.3 Moreover, in the United States alone, costs associated with this 

disease were estimated at over two billion dollars in 2005.1 Understanding the materials 

properties of these unwanted mineral aggregates can shed light on alternative non-

invasive surgical treatments and the possible prevention of their nucleation and growth. 
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1.2  Types of Kidney Stones 

There are several types of kidney stones (Table 1.1). Struvite stones (magnesium 

ammonium phosphate) are generally caused by a urinary infection with bacteria 

producing the enzyme urease.2 Cystine stones, although very rare, are caused by over 

secretion of the amino acid cystine due to a genetic abnormality. Therefore, they can be a 

recurrent problem. The cause of uric acid stones is lower urine pH resulting from 

decreased ammonia excretion. It is thought that uric acid crystals can induce the 

formation of calcium oxalate monohydrate stones by acting as a template for crystals to 

deposit and grow.4 Calcium phosphate stones can be found in two forms, hydroxy apatite 

and brushite, with the latter being less stable than the former morphology. Calcium 

hydroxy apatite is the component of Randall’s plaques that will be discussed in Section 

1.4.1, and is thought to be the major cause for the formation of calcium oxalate 

monohydrate kidney stones. The most common type of renal calculi is calcium oxalate, 

which usually exists in the monohydrate (COM) or dihydrate (COD) form. COM is the 

thermodynamically more stable calcium oxalate morphology and is more prevalent than 

its pseudopolymorph, COD, the kinetically favoured morphology. Pseudopolymorphs 

differ in the amount of solvent bound in the crystal lattice (i.e. two water molecules in the 

case of COD compared to one in COM). Since COM is the most common renal stone 

composition, its formation, characterization and possible therapeutics for the prevention 

of its recurrence will be the focus of this thesis.  
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Table 1.1.  Different types of kidney stones, their formulas and percent occurrences.  

Type Calcium 
Oxalate 

Uric Acid Cystine Struvite Hydroxy 
Apatite 

Brushite 

Formula CaC2O4·H2O 

CaC2O4·2H2O 

C5H4N4O3 (SCH2CH(NH2)2CO2H)2 (NH4)MgO4·6(H2O) Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2  CaHPO4

·2H2O 

% 
Occurrence 

60-80% 9-12% 1% 5% 5-8% 1%> 

 

1.3 Risk Factors for COM Stone Development 

Although urolithiasis, the condition of forming renal stones in the urinary tract, is 

an ancient disease, with kidney stones have been found in Egyptian mummies,5 it is 

becoming very prevalent in the twentieth century. The New York Times recently reported 

increased cases of paediatric calculogenesis, or formation of calculi, and its devastating 

impact on the quality of life of children and their parents.6 

There are several risk factors attributed to the formation of COM kidney stones. 

Strong correlations exist between diet and environment as risk factors for stone disease, 

in addition to pathophysiological (functional abnormalities in physiological states, such 

as elevated or decreased enzymatic activity or hormone over or under production) and 

genetic factors.  

Individuals diagnosed with calcium oxalate kidney stones are sometimes advised 

to avoid foods rich in oxalate such as spinach and grapefruit juice, and maintain a high 

fluid intake such that daily urine volume is maintained at over 2 litres.7 Potassium citrate 

and hydrochlorothiazide are the only oral therapeutics available that are sometimes 

prescribed to patients suffering from calcium oxalate kidney stones.7  
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Environmental factors such as geographic location, water hardness,8 and 

socioeconomic status may play a role in increasing the risk for developing COM kidney 

stones. Increased incidences of kidney stones are observed among males in eastern 

Tennessee as compared to other regions in the USA.9 Moreover, affluent communities are 

also observed to have higher rates of kidney stones.10  

Pathophysiological malfunction can result in hyperoxaluria (increased oxalate 

concentrations beyond physiological levels), hypercalciuria (elevated calcium 

concentrations), or defects in urinary crystal inhibitors, and hence, increase the risk for 

developing COM kidney stones.3 This is demonstrated by the observation that urine from 

stone formers is more concentrated with calcium oxalate and calcium phosphate than 

non-stone formers.11 In addition, Tam-Horsfall protein (THP), a potent inhibitor of 

crystal aggregation was shown to be self-aggregated in urine of stone formers, reducing 

its effectiveness in inhibiting crystal aggregation.12 Another crystal aggregation inhibitor, 

nephrocalcin, was also demonstrated to be abnormal in stone formers.12 It is possible that 

some of these pahophysiological malfunctions may be due to genetic abnormalities.  

Genetics can contribute to nephrolithiasis, a condition marked by the presence of 

renal calculi. A study of twin pairs born between 1939 and 1955 showed a 32% 

occurrence rate in monozygotic twins and 17% concordance in dizygotic twins.13 The 

study demonstrated that half of the tendency to kidney stones can be attributed to 

heredity. Similar results were obtained from familial clustering studies showing 20% to 

40% of stone formers having positive family histories of stones.13  

It is difficult to point to a single factor responsible for causing COM kidney 

stones. This is due to the variable nature of materials aggregated within COM kidney 
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stones, their complex structure, and the fact that most patients do not realize they are 

experiencing an episode until the stone has fully developed in the kidney, making it 

difficult to monitor its progress. Therefore, it is quite possible that a combination of risk 

factors may be needed to trigger kidney stone biogenesis.10 In addition to calcium oxalate 

supersaturation, animal studies showed that external environmental factors might be 

required to induce calculogenesis.10 Further investigation is required to address and 

explore this hypothesis. Nonetheless, the exact mechanism of COM stone biogenesis still 

remains unclear. 

1.4 COM Stone Biogenesis 

The human kidney consists of an outer cortex and an inner medulla (Figure 1.1). 

The functional unit of the kidney is called the nephron or renal tubule (Figure 1.2), which 

is tubular and lined by a continuous layer of renal tubular endothelial cells.14-16 Each 

human kidney consists of about one billion nephrons. The main components of the 

nephron include the renal or malipighian corpsule (glomerulus and Bowman’s capsule), 

the proximal tubule, the thin limbs, the distal tubule and the connecting tubule. Fluid 

from the collecting ducts drains into wider Ducts of Bellini that in turn empty into the 

pelvic space.  
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Figure 1.1.  Cross section of a human kidney showing the Cortex and Medulla.  Reproduced from 
Ref. 14 with permission. 

About fifty litres of fluid go through the kidney on a daily basis, but only 1 to 2 

litres are excreted as urine. Major fluid resorption takes place in the medulla, which 

consists of the descending and ascending loops of Henle, resulting in elevated ionic 

concentrations.11 Oxalate concentrations in the human serum are in the range of 1 to 5 

µM, but they are about 100 times higher in urine.3 Calcium oxalate’s solubility in an 

aqueous solution is only 5 mg/L at the physiological pH of 7.0.3 Therefore, assuming a 
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urine volume of 1 to 2 litres per day and normal oxalate excretion of about 40 mg/day, 

normal urine is usually supersaturated with calcium oxalate.3 

 
Figure 1.2.  Schematic view of the nephron. CCD, cortical collecting duct; CNT, connecting tubule; 

CTAL, cortical thick ascending limb; DCT, distal convoluted tubule; IMCDi, initial 
inner medullary collecting duct; IMCDt, terminal inner medullary collecting duct; 
MTAL, medullary thick ascending limb; OMCD, outer medullary collecting duct; PCT, 
proximal convoluted tubule; PST, proximal straight tubule; TL, thin limb of loop of 
Henle. Adapted from Refs. 14 and 16 with permission. 

Since supersaturated levels of calcium oxalate can be reached in the renal ducts 

where most of the water passing through the kidney is resorbed back into the body, it is 

believed that this supersaturation becomes the driving force for the nucleation of calcium 
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oxalate crystals.11 Some studies that simulate urine flow in the kidneys suggest that 

calcium and oxalate ions can spend enough time and are in high enough concentrations to 

form crystals.17 Interestingly, formation of calcium oxalate crystals is not limited to 

individuals who end up developing kidney stones as several studies confirmed the 

existence of calcium oxalate crystals in urine of non-stone formers.18, 19 This finding gave 

rise to the notion that in order to have stone growth from developed COM crystals, there 

must be adhesion of crystals to the walls of the kidney or another mechanism to induce 

rapid growth. 

Currently, the general consensus is that calcium oxalate crystals in urine nucleate 

through a heterogeneous, not homogeneous, process.11 In the latter situation, nucleation 

occurs without any external factors to initiate the process. On the other hand, 

heterogeneous nucleation requires the presence of nucleation-inducing species such as 

foreign particles.20 Since urine is intrinsically made up of numerous components in 

various concentrations (i.e. salts, metabolites and proteins), and heterogeneous nucleation 

requires less driving force to occur than homogeneous nucleation, a heterogeneous origin 

of nucleation of calcium oxalate crystals is highly likely. It is unclear, however, how the 

initial growth of calcium oxalate crystals turns into a pathological stone. 

1.4.1 Randall’s Plaques 

One theory suggests that calcium phosphate deposits, known as Randall’s plaques 

(Figure 1.3), which are observed in some patients with kidney stones, are the main 

culprits and the original nidi (central points of origin) for the development of COM renal 

calculi.12, 21-24 Calcium phosphate deposits originate in the medulla, where most of the 

fluid in urine is resorbed. Fluid resorption creates a concentrated ionic solution 
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containing calcium and phosphate, resulting in their precipitation and adhesion to the 

walls of the kidney.  

 
Figure 1.3.  Randall’s plaques. (A) Shows a stone attached to Randall’s plaque. (B) Same image as 

in (A) but highlighting the attached stone. (C) Same image as (A) with an arrow 
indicating the plaque. (D) Magnified image of (A) to show the stone attached to the 
plaque. (E) Computer Tomography image of the stone (indicated by arrow) attached to 
Randall’s plaque (shown by arrow heads). Reproduced from Ref. 23 with permission. 

Randall’s plaque theory is supported by the frequent finding of apatite, or calcium 

phosphate, at the core of calcium oxalate stones,25 and the increased prevalence and 

severity of Randall’s plaques in stone formers as compared to non-stone formers.26 

However, Randall’s plaques are not found in all individuals suffering from kidney stones, 
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such as intestinal bypass patients.13, 27 In those patients, several nodular-appearing 

structures are noted near the opening of the ducts of Bellini (Figure 1.4).13 Furthermore, 

recent work on knockout mice demonstrates that the presence of calcium phosphate is not 

necessary for calcium oxalate crystal deposition.28 This evidence has led to the belief that 

Randall’s plaques may not be responsible, or at least are not the only reason for the 

development of kidney stones. 

 
Figure 1.4.  Bypass patients with kidney stones do not show any Randall’s plaque. Arrow heads 

point to nodular-appearing structures near the opening of the ducts of Bellini. 
Reprinted from Ref. 13 with permission. 

1.4.2 Free Particle Theory 

The ‘free particle’ theory for the development of calcium oxalate kidney stones 

suggests that crystals can grow in urine until they become large enough to block the duct 

of Bellini and cause pain that some equate to child birth (Figure 1.5a).29, 30 However, the 

flow of urine is too fast for significant aggregation to occur and it is more probable that 

crystals get excreted before reaching such a large size.17 This would explain the presence 
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of calcium oxalate crystals in the urine of non-stone formers. Figure 1.5a is a conceptual 

representation showing COM crystals forming in the medulla where there is a high ionic 

concentration of calcium and oxalate due to fluid resorption. Crystals continue to grow in 

size until they become large enough to block the collecting duct. An alternative, more 

comprehensive model of COM crystallization asserts that single crystals cannot grow 

large enough to block the renal ducts, but crystal aggregation can occur where COM 

crystal aggregates grow large enough in the collecting ducts and in the duct of Bellini to 

block the flow of urine (Figure 1.5b).30 However, there is no general consensus of this 

model because several reports demonstrate that crystal retention is required for stone 

growth.31 This gave rise to the ‘fixed particle’ theory. 

1.4.3 Fixed Particle Theory 

The ‘fixed particle’ theory suggests that crystal adhesion is necessary for the 

development of pathological stones (Figure 1.6).29, 30 Due to the supersaturation of 

calcium oxalate observed in the medulla, COM crystals can form. COM crystals must 

attach to the renal epitheilial cells in order to act as a nidus attracting more COM crystals 

to attach and eventually develop into a pathological kidney stone.  

The fixed particle theory is supported by the fact that damage to epithelial cells in 

the kidney, indicated by cellular death and degradation, can promote COM crystal 

adhesion.32 In fact, COM crystals themselves have been shown to result in increasing the 

generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), decreasing mitochondrial membrane 

potential, and increasing mitochondrial permeability, leading to the death of epithelial 

cells. 33-35 Moreover, some reports indicate that COM crystals can bind irreversibly to 

cultured epithelial cells or even nucleate directly onto them, and are subsequently 
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internalized into the cells.36 Figure 1.6 illustrates this phenomenon schematically where a 

COM crystal (red hexagonal structure) binds to epithelial cells and acts as a nidus 

attracting more COM crystals (black hexagons). This evidence demonstrates the 

following: 1) calcium oxalate crystals can act as seeds for the formation of COM kidney 

stones without the need of Randall’s plaque, and 2) cellular damage may be the most 

important factor in the formation of calcium oxalate kidney stones. However, a 

combination of factors may be responsible for the initial development of these unwanted 

mineral aggregates. 
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Figure 1.5. Cartoon presentation of the free particle theory. Arrows indicate direction of fluid flow 

and hexagonal structures indicate COM crystals. Fluid absorption occurs in the Renal 
Medulla leading to an increased ionic concentration that is believed to result in the 
nucleation and growth of COM crystals. a) COM crystals start small, and then grow in 
size to become large enough to obstruct the Collecting Duct. b) COM crystals aggregate 
to block the Collecting Duct. Note that the figure is not drawn to scale and is only 
intended to help the reader visualize the two scenarios. 
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Figure 1.6. Cartoon presentation of the fixed particle theory. Arrows indicate direction of fluid 

flow and hexagonal structures indicate COM crystals. Fluid absorption occurs in the 
Renal Medulla leading to an increased ionic concentration that is believed to result in 
the nucleation and growth of COM crystals. In order to form a stone, some crystals 
must be retained in the kidney (indicated in red) which then acts and a nidus attracting 
more COM crystals to attach (black hexagonal structures) and eventually form a 
pathological COM kidney stone. 

1.4.4 Nanobacteria 

In recent years, nano-scaled objects have been identified in kidney stones, and it 

is hypothesized that they may play a role in forming kidney stones by promoting the 

nucleation of carbonate apatite on their surfaces.37, 38 Several authors refer to these little 

particles as “nanobacteria,” which are cytotoxic, gram-negative bacteria that have been 

detected in bovine and human blood and are believed to be involved in several diseases 

such as atherosclerotic heart disease, periodontal disease and renal cystic disease.12 It is 

hypothesized that the colonization of these nanobacteria in the kidney induces damage in 
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the tubular epithelial cells, causing biomineralizatoin, and hence, kidney stones. 

However, the viability of the “nanobacteria” associated with kidney stone disease is 

questioned since they did not grow, upon isolation, in culture.27 This discovery changed 

the term “nanobacteria” to “nanoparticles.”  

In a recent review, it was suggested that these “nanoparticles” might simply be 

sub-crystalline particles that assemble into a hybrid of inorganic minerals (i.e. calcium 

oxalate or calcium carbonate) and organic macromolecules known as meso-crystals.27 

Therefore, the identity of these nano-scaled objects and their contribution to the 

formation of apatite remains unclear.  

1.5 COM Kidney Stone Development and Growth 

Whatever the process (Randall’s plaques, ‘free’ or ‘fixed’ particle, or 

nanoparticles), how a seed grows into a stone is of equally great interest and importance. 

Although extensive research has been conducted over the past century on the formation 

of kidney stones, the mechanism by which COM crystals grow into pathological stones 

still remains unclear.39 Some evidence suggests that preformed crystals aggregate in urine 

and deposit onto a nidus, or a template.40-42 Other data suggest that the growth involves a 

more organized, epitaxial process where calcium oxalate crystallizes from solution onto a 

surface.43 Nonetheless, the exact mechanism of COM stone growth remains unknown. 

This question will be addressed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 

1.6 Kidney Stones Diagnosis and Treatment 

Significant advances were seen over the past three decades in the diagnosis and 

treatment of kidney stones. Helical computer tomography (CT) imaging and ultrasound 
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coupled with X-ray provide a powerful diagnostic tool.12 Relatively non-invasive 

techniques, such as shock wave lithotripsy (SWL), percutaneous nephrolithomy (PNL), 

and ureteroscopy (URS) have eased the treatment of this disease.12 However, it remains 

difficult to visualize remaining kidney stone fragments after SWL, and hence, these 

remaining fragments can act as nidi, or sources of origins, for another episode of stone 

disease. One study reveals a significant 44.5% kidney stone recurrence within only 

twelve months after SWL due to remaining residual fragments (<5 mm).44 Moreover, 

about 60-80% of those who develop COM kidney stones suffer other episodes within 5-

20 years.11 As a result, kidney stones are considered a chronic kidney disease.3 In 

addition, the thought of having to come back to the operating table within a few years to 

treat the excruciating pains of COM kidney stones can have a severe impact on a person’s 

quality of life. 

1.7 Thesis Overview 

Developing methods and technologies to prevent COM kidney stone formation, or 

at least their recurrence, are essential. In order to do so, it is important to understand 

COM kidney stones nucleation and growth. Upon doing so, fundamental understanding 

of their materials properties can enhance our knowledge about ways of treating them. 

Finally, therapeutic agents can be considered and investigated to help in the prevention of 

their formation and recurrence. These three objectives are the focus of this thesis.  

The next chapter of this thesis looks into the characterization of several COM 

kidney stones using polarized optical microscopy (POM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

with an objective of understanding COM crystal growth and development into 
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pathological kidney stones. Basic COM crystal morphology is examined and is compared 

to the crystalline texture of COM kidney stones.  

Chapter three investigates the water uptake of COM kidney stones using a 

humidity chamber and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The stones are shown to 

exhibit two distinct layers: an outer developing shell that is permeable to water and an 

inner, water impermeable core.  

Chapter four explores the effects of pentosan polysulfate, a clinical drug for the 

treatment of interstitial cystitis, on COM crystallization using a particle size analyzer 

(PSA), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Infrared (IR) spectroscopy. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) coupled with energy dispersion X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDX), and X-ray diffractometry are instruments used through out this 

thesis. Therefore, the following sections will briefly describe how these instruments work 

and how to explain the data generated. In addition, a brief description of the crystal 

structure of COM and COD will be discussed as well.  

1.8 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

A scanning electron microscope uses an electron beam to probe the surface of a 

sample giving information about its topography and electrical conductivity. In most 

cases, a tungsten electron gun generates the electron source that then hits the sample. As 

the incoming electron hits the surface of the sample, several events occur but three are of 

specific interest because they are responsible for imaging and elemental analysis.  

The incoming electron can displace electrons from the sample’s surface. The 

displaced electrons are called secondary electrons and are detected by the instrument’s 
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secondary electron detector (SED). The SED then amplifies the signal, which is usually 

converted to an image via a computer interface. Another event that can occur is that 

electrons from the source hit the sample and then bounce back. These are known as 

backscattered electrons. They have higher energies and are sensitive to the sample 

density. Some SEM instruments have a backscattered electron detector for detecting these 

higher energy electrons to monitor crystallinity. Backscattering can give information 

about the samples’ crystalline or amorphous character. A third event that occurs as the 

source electrons hit the sample is the generation of X-rays. As an electron from the 

source displaces an inner shell electron from the sample, an electron with a higher energy 

level replaces the emitted electron. The energy released is known as X-ray (Figure 1.7). 

Some SEM machines have an X-ray detector that can provide the identity of elements 

present in the sample area of analysis. This is known as energy dispersion X-ray (EDX) 

spectroscopy. The SEM instrument available at Simon Fraser University, FEI SB-235, 

which is the one used for all SEM images and data in this thesis, is equipped with an 

EDX detector that was used for elemental analysis of samples of kidney stones and 

calcium oxalate crystals.  
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Figure 1.7. Generation of X-rays. 

In some samples, source electrons cannot eject electrons from the sample, but 

rather accumulate at the sample. This occurs because the sample is not capable of 

conducting the electrons. This event is called electron charging or simply charging, and 

it results in an unclear image. To overcome this problem, lower electron current or energy 

can be used (i.e. 3 keV). The problem with using a lower voltage, however, is that for 

some samples not enough X-ray signals are generated, and hence, elemental analysis by 

EDX cannot be conducted. Alternatively, the sample can be made conductive by coating 

it with a layer of gold or carbon. In some of the experiments in this thesis, calcium 

oxalate crystals were coated with gold to prevent charging and enhance the SEM image. 

The drawback of the latter approach is that it adds a gold peak in the EDX analysis that 

may mask smaller elemental atoms present. 
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1.9 X-ray Diffraction 

Every crystalline material has a specific arrangement of atoms giving it a unique 

structure. This structure has its own X-ray powder diffraction pattern that can be used as 

its fingerprint for identification. X-ray crystallography is the supreme method for 

determining structures of crystalline materials as it determines the connectivity of the 

atoms in 3-D.  

1.9.1 Crystal Lattice and Miller Indices 

A crystal is defined as a solid material with a regular arrangement of repeat units 

consisting of atoms, ions or molecules. The smallest repeating unit that shows the full 

symmetry of the crystal structure is defined as the crystal’s unit cell (Figure 1.8). 

 
Figure 1.8. An example of a simple cubic unit cell. A unit cell is the smallest repeating unit that 

shows the full symmetry of a crystal structure. The lattice composites in red 
demonstrate the unit cell of this structure. 

Crystals have concise lattice shapes and patterns unique to individual crystal 

composition and can be identified from X-ray or electron diffraction data. The shape is 

based on the arrangement of atoms or ions and their repetition in the lattice. There are 
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fourteen possible crystal lattices and they are known as Bravais lattices, indicated in 

Figure 1.9. From Figure 1.9 we see that crystals are divided into six crystallographic 

systems: cubic, tetragonal, orthorhombic, hexagonal, monoclinic and triclinic. 

 
Figure 1.9. The fourteen possible Bravais lattices are demonstrated. Different colours of circles are 

used to assist the reader view the structures better and not to represent different types 
of atoms or ions. 

The planes and directions of lattices within a crystal are referred to as its Miller 

planes. They are usually denoted with the letters hkl, which refer to 1/a, 1/b, and 1/c, 

respectively, where a, b and c are the axes indicated in Figure 1.9. An origin to the unit 

cell can be drawn from which three axes stem. Miller planes are at a fixed distance (dhkl) 
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from the origin of the unit cell. Figure 1.10 shows an example of two Miller planes in a 

simple cubic unit cell.  

 
Figure 1.10. Example of a simple cubic unit cell with Miller planes (100) and (220). The red circle 

indicates the origin of the unit cell. 

Miller planes are denoted in parenthesis (hkl). Some planes existing within a 

crystal are equivalent and are represented with brackets {hkl}. For example, in a simple 

cubic lattice, like the one shown in Figure 1.10, planes (100), (010) and (001) are 

equivalent and can be represented as {100}. Square brackets are used to indicate the 

direction in the crystal or lattice. If a line is drawn to pass through a point with fractional 

coordinates of x, y, z, then the line will also pass through 2x, 2y, 2z, and 3x, 3y and 3z, 

etc. [x, y, z] are the indices of direction, with x, y and z arranged to be the set of smallest 

possible integers, by division or multiplication by a common factor. For example, [½ ½ 

0], [110], [330] all describe the same direction, but [110] is normally used.45 

1.9.2 Bragg’s Law of Diffraction 

X-rays of wavelength λ hit the material being characterized and its diffraction 

pattern is recorded as a function of the angle 2θ made between the transmitted and 
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diffracted X-ray beams. Bragg’s law (Equation 1.1) determines the location of the 

reflections. The unit cell of a crystal is determined based on the diffraction angles. 

n λ = 2 dhkl sin(θhkl)   (1.1) 

Relative peak intensities of an observed diffraction pattern depend on scattering 

factors (a function of the atom and its number of electrons), and the position of atoms in 

the unit cell.  

1.9.3 X-ray Powder Diffraction 

In this thesis, powder diffraction experiments were carried out on powdered and 

fragments of COM kidney stones to confirm their identities. In a powder diffraction 

experiment, all crystal orientations should ideally be present. However, it is important to 

note that X-rays are scattered by the electron cloud of the atom, and hence, the scattering 

amplitude of X-rays increases with the atomic number. Therefore, X-rays are not very 

sensitive to light atoms.  In compounds containing both metals and organic material, like 

in COM kidney stones, the intensities are primarily due to heavy atoms. Since the ratio of 

metal to organic material varies from one kidney stone to another, differences in the 

intensity of the peaks may be present. However, since a powder diffraction pattern for 

each crystalline material is like its fingerprint, the presence of the main peaks was used to 

identify COM throughout this thesis. The lack of some peaks or a decrease in their 

intensity indicated the lack of the presence of COM or a particular orientation of COM 

crystals within COM kidney stones as will be discussed in Chapter 2. 
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1.9.4 X-ray Powder Diffraction Pattern of COM 

There are specific XRD peaks identifying COM that are examined when 

identifying a COM kidney stone. As an illustrative example, Figure 1.11 shows the XRD 

patterns of a fragment from a COM kidney stone used for one of the experiments in this 

thesis and of pure COM crystals commercially obtained from Fisher Scientific. The 

labelled peaks correspond to the major planes identifying a crystalline COM material. 

Peaks 100, 040 and 200 are characteristic COM peaks and their presence was observed in 

all powder XRD patterns of COM kidney stones used in this thesis. Moreover, the XRD 

patterns of examined kidney stones matched that of COM crystals, and hence, were 

considered as COM stones.  
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Figure 1.11. X-ray diffraction patterns of a fragment of a COM kidney stone (A) and pure COM 

crystals (B). Major peaks are identified. 

It is important to note that in powder XRD pattern of a non-powdered, but rather 

whole COM stones or stone fragments, as will be seen in Chapters 2 and 3, COM crystals 

may be oriented in a particular direction such that all planes in that direction will not be 

observed on an XRD pattern. For example, if the 100 peak is missing from the XRD 

pattern of a COM stone, then all (h00) peaks should be missing as well (i.e. the (200) and 
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(300) planes). If however, only the (100) peak observed at about 15 degrees is missing 

while the (200) and (300) peaks are present, this is an indication that the material is not 

COM but rather something else. It is important to understand this idea, as it will be 

applied in Chapters 2 and 3 to confirm the direction of alignment of COM crystals within 

a COM kidney stone and the presence, or lack of, COM material, respectively.  

1.10 COM and COD Crystal Structures 

1.10.1 Crystal Structure of COM 

COM, also known in mineralogy as whewellite, has a monoclinic P21/c space 

group, belonging to the 2/m point group, meaning that it is a primitive crystal with a 

twofold axis of symmetry or mirror plane (Figure 1.12).46 It possesses the following 

crystal lattice parameters: a = 6.290 Å, b = 14.583 Å, c = 10.116 Å and β = 109.46º 

(Figure 1.13).46, 47 

 
Figure 1.12. An example of a monoclinic crystal with a mirror plane (m) and 2-fold axis symmetry. 

In monoclinic crystals such as COM, the 2-fold mirror plane must be parallel to the 
[010] direction of the crystal. 
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Figure 1.13 (a) COM crystal structure, (b) COM crystal structure with atom labels, (c) COM 

crystal structure with polyhedra, (d) COM crystal structure looking down the b-axis, 
and (e) COM crystal structure looking down the c-axis. Atom colour codes are as 
follows: purple = calcium, light green = oxygen, grey = carbon and white = hydrogen. 
Reproduced from Ref. 47 with permission. 

As can be seen in Figure 1.13, Ca(1) and Ca(2) are pseudo-equivalent and their 

coordination polyhedra are distorted square antiprisms: in each of them seven of the 

oxygens belong to five oxalic groups and one to a water molecule. Three edges are shared 

between each Ca polyhedron and its three adjacent Ca polyhedra (Figure 1.13c). Thus, 

polyhedral layers are formed parallel to (100). Within the layers, Ca atoms are found at 
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the vertices of hexagons with one of two independent oxalic groups at the centre of the 

hexagons. Those two oxalic groups lie in the (100) plane with the C(1)-C(2) bonds 

approximately parallel to the b-axis. Connecting the layers are second series of oxalic 

groups and water molecules, which run along c (Figure 1.13d and Figure 1.13e).  

COM’s space group number is 14, designated as P21/c, where P refers to a 

primitive Bravais lattice, and 21/c refers to a single 2-fold symmetry perpendicular to c.48 

The 2-fold symmetry axis of monoclinic crystals belonging to the 2/m point group, such 

as COM, is conventionally designated parallel to the [010] crystal direction. The other 

two crystallographic directions, [100] and [001] are not known by symmetry and can lie 

anywhere on the orthogonal planes to the [010] 2-fold axis. 

1.10.2 Crystal Structure of COD 

COD, or the mineral weddellite, has a tetragonal geometry belonging to the I4/m 

space group and the following lattice parameters: a = b = 12.371 Å, and c = 7.357 Å 

(Figure 1.14).46, 49  
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Figure 1.14 (a) COD crystal structure, (b) COD crystal structure with atom labels, (c) COD crystal 
structure with polyhedra, (d) COD crystal structure looking down the a-axis, and (e) 
COD crystal structure looking down the c-axis. Atom colour codes are as follows: 
purple = calcium, light green = oxygen, grey = carbon, gold = water, and white = 
hydrogen. Reproduced from Ref. 49 with permission. 

As can be seen in Figure 1.14, the calcium coordination polyhedron in COD is 

also a distorted square antiprism, but unlike COM, six of the oxygens belong to four 

oxalic groups and two to water molecules. This is interesting because if calcium oxalates’ 

formation and precipitation in solution takes place by substitution of the water molecules 
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with oxalate ions, then COD would be the first product observed.46 This is supported by 

data suggesting that COD is the kinetic pseudopolymorph while COM is the 

thermodynamic one.50  

 In COD, each polyhedron of calcium is linked to two adjacent polyhedra (Figure 

1.14c). Thus, chains are observed running along c (Figure 1.14e) instead of the layers that 

were observed for COM (Figure 1.13e). 

Addition of polyanionic molecules such as poly-L-aspartic acid, poly glutamic 

acid, heparin and pentosan polysulfate sodium to calcium oxalate crystallization media 

favours the formation of COD over COM. Reasons for these observations will be 

discussed in Chapter 4. 
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2: COM KIDNEY STONE GROWTH 

This chapter is reproduced in part with permission from Usama Al-Atar, Alexei 

Bokov, Dan Marshall, Joel M. H. Teichman, Zuo-Guang Ye, Byron D. Gates, and Neil R. 

Branda, “Mechanism of Calcium Oxalate Monohydrate Kidney Stones Formation: 

Layered Spherulitic Growth”, Materials Chemistry, in press. Copyright 2009 American 

Chemical Society. 

2.1 Introduction 

Kidney stones are polycrystalline aggregates containing minerals of various 

compositions and small concentrations of organic compounds such as proteins or lipids 

embedded between the crystallites.51-53 The stones are usually found attached to epithelial 

cells lining the renal tubules of the kidney and may reach the size of a few centimetres.  

Calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM), also known as the mineral whewellite with 

the formula CaC2O4·H2O, is the predominant and quite often the only crystalline 

component in the majority of kidney stones.54 Interestingly, formation of calcium oxalate 

crystals is not limited to individuals who end up developing kidney stones and several 

studies have confirmed the existence of calcium oxalate crystals in urine of non-stone 

formers.18, 19 COM is also found in other materials of mineral and biological nature 

including plants (e.g. cacti),55 hydrothermal deposits,56 coal and sedimentary nodules.57 

In many cases it exists in the form of separate microcrystals instead of being combined 

into complex aggregates similar to kidney stones.    
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2.2 COM Kidney Stone Formation and Growth 

Stone development occurs in two steps: nucleation and growth. Currently, the 

general consensus is that calcium oxalate crystals in urine appear through a 

heterogeneous, not homogeneous, nucleation, where the numerous components found in 

various concentrations in the kidney make heterogeneous nucleation more likely.11 The 

identity of materials acting as nidi for kidney stone growth remain unclear. It has been 

suggested that COM crystals deposition may occur on a preformed calcium phosphate 

nidus, known as Randall’s plaques.21-23 Alternatively, the free and fixed particle theories 

suggest that calcium oxalate crystals can grow large enough to block the ducts of Bellini, 

or adhere to the wall of the kidney and act as nidi for stone growth, respectively.29, 30 Of 

course, a combination of factors may be responsible for the initial development of these 

unwanted mineral aggregates.  

2.2.1 COM Kidney Stone Growth by Crystal Aggregation 

Although extensive research has been conducted over the past century on the 

formation of kidney stones, the mechanism by which COM crystals grow into stones is 

poorly understood.39 Some evidence suggests that microcrystals preformed in urine 

aggregate and deposit onto a surface of existing stone and its size increases thereby 

(Figure 2.1).40, 41 This mechanism gave rise to the notion that in order to have stone 

growth there must be adhesion between preformed crystals. The adhesion is thought to be 

provided by urinary proteins and other organic materials acting as glue.  

Figure 2.1 shows a simple illustration of the aggregation growth mechanism. 

COM crystals, depicted as black hexagonal shapes, are present in urine along with 

organic macromolecules (i.e. lipids, proteins), shown as red arcs. During periods of 
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calcium and oxalate supersaturation observed usually in the medulla (Figure 1.2), COM 

crystals can develop. Organic molecules adsorb on the newly formed COM crystals, 

possibly acting as ‘glue’, causing several COM crystals to aggregate (Figure 2.1 b and c). 

When a nidus forms, the purple semi circle in Figure 2.1d, be it Randall’s plaque or 

damaged epithelial cells promoting crystal adhesion, aggregated crystals attach to it 

attracting more crystals. When the concentrations of calcium and oxalate crystals 

decrease, a layer of organic molecules coats the surfaces of crystals (the red ring in 

Figure 2.1e). The process then repeats during other episodes of calcium and oxalate 

supersaturation, resulting in the formation of additional concentric layers (Figure 2.1f). 

New nidi may appear in the proximity of the growing stone, attracting more crystals and 

increasing the size of the growing kidney stone (Figure 2.1g). After a period of time, the 

entire process results in the formation of the observed COM kidney stone laminate 

morphology (Figure 2.1h).  
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Figure 2.1. Cartoon representation of proposed COM kidney stone growth by crystal aggregation. 

(a) COM crystals (hexagonal shapes) and organic molecules (red arcs) present in urine. 
Black line represents wall of the kidney. (b) Organic molecules adsorb onto COM 
crystals. (c) COM crystal aggregation. Can be due to organic molecules acting as glue. 
(d) Formation of nidus attracts aggregated COM crystals. (e) Formation of an organic 
concentric layer around attached COM crystals. (f) Repeat of process (a) to (e) 
resulting in the attachment of more aggregated COM crystals. (g) Formation of layered 
COM kidney stone morphology. (h) Cross section of a COM kidney stone (note the 
concentric laminate structure). 
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2.2.2 Direct Crystal (Monoepitaxial) Growth of COM Kidney Stones 

Another probable mechanism consists of direct crystal (monoepitaxial) growth of 

the stone from a nucleolus, where absorption of the ions of stone-forming compounds 

occurs one by one on the crystal surface while urine serves as their supersaturated 

solution. Figure 2.2a shows a schematic representation of aligned COM crystals, black 

elongated hexagons, nucleated on a pre-formed nidus, represented by the red arc. A 

newly formed COM crystal, shown in dashed blue, grows on pre-existing COM crystals 

partially covered with organic molecules (i.e. proteins, proteoglycans) by adsorbing 

calcium and oxalate ions. More ionic adsorption and crystal growth occurs as long as 

urine is supersaturated with calcium and oxalate ions.  

2.2.3 Heteroepitaxial Growth of COM Kidney Stones 

Heteroepitaxial growth can also be involved in COM stone development.43 

Heteroepitaxial growth refers to the direct growth of one crystal on a surface of different 

composition with a near exact fit between crystal lattices of the growing crystal and the 

substrate. Such a growth is shown in Figure 2.2b where a newly formed COM crystal 

(dashed blue lines) grows on a layer of different composition but with the same crystal 

parameters (gray plane) adsorbed on pre-formed COM crystals (black hexagonal shapes). 

In such a way the stones containing different crystalline compounds appear. 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of proposed (a) direct crystal or monoepitaxial growth and 

(b) heteroepitaxial growth of COM. In direct crystal growth, calcium and oxalate ions 
are absorbed by a newly formed COM crystal (in blue) growing on preformed COM 
crystals that are partially covered by an organic layer. In heteroepitaxial growth 
calcium and oxalate ions are absorbed by a newly formed COM crystal (in blue) 
growing on a layer of different composition but with the same crystal parameters.  
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2.3 Study and Justification 

It is clear that the real process of kidney stone growth cannot be directly observed. 

To model the kinetics, researchers try to grow the stone-forming crystals under 

conditions simulating the human kidney.17, 58-60 However, it is not easy to reproduce the 

conditions of stone formation. The other approach is to draw conclusions indirectly based 

on the morphology of real stones. In performing the latter method, it was noticed in 

particular that COM kidney stones resemble so-called spherulites.53, 61 Spherulitic texture 

is observed in many natural and synthetic polycrystalline materials such as igneous rocks, 

high polymers and metal inorganic salts.62, 63  

The main characteristics of the polycrystal morphology are the composition, size, 

shape and orientation of constituting crystallites. This information can be derived with 

the help of polarizing microscopy and X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques, which were 

applied to study the polycrystalline morphology of COM kidney stones and to reveal 

possible mechanisms for their formation. Polarized microscopy is an established 

instrument for the examination and identification of birefringent petrographic samples,64, 

65 as will be demonstrated in Section 2.5. X-ray diffractometry is the instrument of choice 

to determine crystal structure.45  

The polycrystalline morphology of COM appears to be quite complex because of 

its low (monoclinic) crystal symmetry, the spherulitic arrangement of crystallites and the 

significant role of foreign (organic) substances in the course of stone formation. 

However, in this Chapter, the main features of the stone growth mechanism are revealed. 

This is important for the development of strategies for preventing kidney stone formation 

and is also helpful in understanding the general principles of spherulitic crystallization.  
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2.4 Birefringence and Optical Indicatrix 

The refractive index, n, of a material is the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum, 

c, to the speed in the material, v, as per the relationship in Equation 2.1. 

n = c / v   (2.1) 

Some crystals have a single refractive index and are said to be isotropic, meaning 

that the absorbed speed of light will be constant throughout the crystal. Birefringent 

crystals are anisotropic, indicating that the refractive index varies as a function of 

direction. Thus, birefringent crystals have more than one refractive index, and 

birefringence of crystals is a measure of the difference of refractive indices (Δn) in any 

two orthogonal directions of a crystal. 

When an electromagnetic wave of light penetrates a crystal, it interacts with 

molecules, atoms or bonds present within the crystal. In other words, the electron cloud 

surrounding an atom oscillates at the frequency of the light that is absorbed by the atom, 

resulting in an emission of a photon in any direction. If an atom can easily absorb light, 

and its electrons can rapidly oscillate and emit photons, then light will travel more slowly 

through the crystal. The interaction of light with an atom, molecule or bond is related to 

the dipole moment, or polarizability (α). The more electrons an atom has the more 

polarizable it will be (i.e. having a larger dipole moment), and the less tightly held 

electrons are more polarizable. Moreover, the alignment of molecules in a crystal with 

respect to one another and the spacing between neighbouring molecules affect the speed 

of light going through the crystal. The Lorentz-Lorenz equation66 mathematically relates 

the refractive index (n) of a crystal to its polarizability (α) and density (ρ) as follows:  
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n =
1+
2 ⋅α ⋅ N ⋅ ρ
3 ⋅ MW

1− 2 ⋅α ⋅ N ⋅ ρ
3 ⋅ MW

   (2.2)  

where (MW) is the molecular weight and (N) is Avogadro’s number. 

Monoclinic crystals are birefringent, having a refractive index that depends on the 

relative orientation with respect to polarized light. This dependence can be characterized 

quantitatively with the help of optical indicatrix.48, 65, 67 Optical indicatrix is a tool for 

describing the optical properties of a crystal through determination of its refractive 

indices. In crystals of a monoclinic system, such as COM, optical indicatrix is 

represented by a triaxial ellipsoid (Figure 2.3), where the axes of the indicatrix are the 

three primary refractive indices of the crystal: nα, nβ and nγ. In such a system, only one of 

the axes of the indicatrix must be aligned with the [010] crystallographic axis. In this 

thesis, the α-axis was found to be aligned with the [010] crystallographic direction of 

COM, as will be described in Sections 2.8 and 2.9. The other two components lie in the 

(010)- plane, but are not necessarily aligned with either the β- or γ- axis. In COM crystals 

specifically, it is shown in Section 2.9.2 that the γ- axis is almost parallel to [001]. 

Monoclinic crystals are biaxial, which means they have two optical axes. The 

optical axes (OA) occur in the optic plane with an optic angle of 2V (Figure 2.3). In the 

case of COM, the optic angle is 2V≈84º.68 Uniaxial crystals, on the other hand, have two 

primary indicatrix components but only one optical axis.  

If the angles between the three axes of indicatrix (α, β, γ) and the crystallographic 

axes are known, one can determine crystallographic directions from the optical data. To 

reveal these angles for COM structure, the “crystal habits” and optical properties of 
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synthetic COM crystals were studied using optical microscopy. Cross sections of COM 

kidney stones were subsequently optically examined and regularities in the arrangement 

of crystallites were found. XRD data confirming the results of optical examination are 

also reported later in Section 2.10. 

 
Figure 2.3. This is the optical indicatrix of a triaxial ellipsoid, which describes the optical 

properties of systems such as monoclinic crystals. The three perpendicular directions, 
X, Y and Z are the basis of this indicatrix, with corresponding refractive indices nX, nY, 
and nZ, respectively. Optic axes (OA) occur in the optic plane with an optic angle of 2V.  

2.5 Polarized Optical Microscopy 

Figure 2.4 represents a schematic of the main components of a polarized optical 

microscope. Light travels from the light source along the optic axis through the polarizer 

and into the substage lens from which light rays exit to go through the sample resting on 

the rotatable stage. Light from the sample will then go through the objective and into a 

removable analyzer to be then observed by the viewer. A removable accessory can be 

placed below the analyzer (i.e. a Berek compensator to measure the refractive index of 
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crystals, or a plate with known retardation to observe crystals experiencing extinction, as 

will be explained later in Section 2.6). Crystals can be rotated on the stage to examine 

their optical properties and to monitor their “crystal habits”. Almost all modern 

microscopes are equipped with a digital camera attached to the ocular lens to capture 

images. 

 
Figure 2.4. Schematic view of the basic components of a polarized light microscope.  
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Un-polarized light has electrical waves vibrating in all directions or planes at right 

angles to the direction of propagation. When un-polarized light passes through a filter 

that allows only one vibration direction to pass through, a polarizer, the transmitted light 

becomes plane polarized. Figure 2.5 shows a simplified representation of un-polarized 

light passing through a polarizer (Figure 2.5a). If another polarizer, the analyzer, is added 

parallel to the first, then the plane-polarized light will pass through unaffected, i.e. 

polarized in one direction (Figure 2.5b). However, if the analyzer is rotated at 90º with 

respect to the polarizer, then the light will be polarized again and cancelled, resulting in 

no observable light (Figure 2.5c).  
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Figure 2.5. (a) Unpolarized light with vibrations in all directions going through a polarizer that 

allows vibrations in only one direction pass through. (b) Plane polarized light passing 
through polarizer and analyzer that are both parallel to each other, such that the 
direction of polarization is unaffected. (c) Plane polarized light passing through an 
analyzer that is orthogonal with respect to polarizer, and hence, all light is cancelled 
and no light is observed. (d) When the analyzer is rotated at any angle other than 90º 
with respect to the polarizer, then the plane-polarized light can transmit through and 
can be observed but its intensity will be decreased.  

This occurs because the analyzer filters all the light that is not parallel to its 

polarization axis. If the analyzer is rotated at any angle, other than 90º and 270º with 
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respect to the polarizer, then the plane-polarized light will transmit through and will be 

observed but its intensity will be decreased (Figure 2.5d). The polarizer and analyzer are 

the basic components of polarized optical microscopes (Figure 2.4).  

2.6 Observing Extinction 

If an isotropic crystal, one with only one refractive index (i.e. a simple cubic 

lattice), is placed in between the polarizer and analyzer, then it will appear black 

independent of its rotation on the sample plate. Isotropic crystals are non-birefringent. 

However, when a plane-polarized light passes through an anisotropic crystal, which is 

birefringent, then as the crystal is rotated the intensity and colour of the plane-polarized 

light changes. When rotated a full 360º, the crystal will be observed not to transmit light 

at 90º increments. This occurs, because the plane-polarized light will travel through the 

crystal at different directions with varying speeds, and hence, it will split in two rays due 

to each refractive index it encounters. Although monoclinic crystals can be characterized 

by three different refractive indices, at any given crystal position, plane-polarized light 

will only encounter one crystal lattice plane with two different refractive indices, and 

hence, plane-polarized light will only split into two rays or components. These two rays 

are orthogonal to each other, and one is retarded (i.e. lagging behind) with respect to the 

other. In some cases, when the two components emerge from the crystal, they can be 

parallel to the analyzer’s polarization direction, and hence, they will be cancelled by the 

analyzer and the crystal will appear dark. This phenomenon is known as extinction, and 

the directions where the crystal becomes dark are known as extinction directions. 

Observing crystals undergoing extinction gives important information about them. 

For example, to investigate whether or not similar grown crystals are perfectly aligned on 
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top of each other, they can be examined under the polarized microscope. If all crystals 

experience extinction simultaneously (i.e. they all become dark at certain rotation angles) 

then they are all aligned well on top of one another. However, if the intensity of light 

changes but never becomes completely attenuated, then it is an indication that the crystals 

are not perfectly aligned in one direction. Moreover, when measuring birefringence, the 

direction in which a crystal experiences extinction can identify the direction of the optical 

indicatrix with respect to the crystal. This is of extreme significance for monoclinic 

crystals because the components of the indicatrix are not necessarily oriented with respect 

to the crystallographic axes (i.e. in the case of monoclinic crystals, the [010] 

crystallographic direction and one of the optical indicatrix axes must be parallel; however 

the other two crystallographic directions [001] and [100] can be anywhere orthogonal to 

[010]). 

2.7 Measuring Birefringence 

When the orthogonal rays exit a birefringent crystal, they will be out of phase 

with one another. One ray will be retarded with respect to the other by an amount 

proportional to the difference in refractive indices within the crystal (Δn), or its 

brirefringence, and its thickness (h) as per the following relationship: 

R = h Δn   (2.3),  

where R is referring to retardation.  

To measure birefringence, an accessory crystal with known birefringence is 

inserted between the crystal and the analyzer (see Figure 2.4), and its indicatrix is aligned 

-45º with respect to the polarizer and analyzer directions. This crystal is known as the 
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compensator. A specific compensator used in this chapter is called a Berek compensator, 

which is a uniaxial crystal (MgF2) that can be tilted. As the orthogonal rays exit from a 

crystal, they are out of phase where one is lagging behind the other. A Berek 

compensator contains a plate adjustment tilt dial that can be rotated such that the light 

exiting the crystal is further retarded and accumulates a relative phase shift (dependent 

upon the tilt angle), which can be measured with the device. At a particular tilt angle, the 

compensator fully compensates for the retardation of the orthogonal rays with respect to 

one another, and the crystal will appear black (i.e. experience extinction). Figure 2.6 

illustrates an example of synthetic COM crystals experiencing extinction, as the Berek 

compensator plate was getting tilted. Once the thickness of a crystal is known, then a 

Berek compensator can be used to determine its birefringence (Δn), as per Equation 2.3.  

 
Figure 2.6. Single crystals of COM experiencing (a) optical extinction, and (b) change in colour as 

the Berek compensator is rotated from their original view. 

2.7.1 Using Michel-Levy Birefringence Chart to Determine Birefringence 

Another means of determining birefringence that was applied in this Chapter is 

the Michel-Levy birefringence chart (Figure 2.7).69 The Michel-Levy chart plots 

retardation, in nanometers, on the X-axis and the thickness, in millimeters, of a 
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birefringent specimen on the Y-axis. The colours observed from a birefringent specimen 

of known thickness, h, will correspond to the indicated birefringence on the chart. In this 

Chapter, the colours observed within cross sections of COM kidney stones of known 

thicknesses were used to determine their birefringence and to measure retardation. This 

information helped identify the [010] direction of the crystals, and hence, the direction of 

the α–axis of the optical indicatrix. 

 
Figure 2.7. Michel-Levy birefringence chart. Reproduced from Ref. 67 with permission. 

In some of the experiments discussed in this Chapter, another accessory first-

order red plate with known retardation, 530 nm, was used to distinguish crystals of COM 

kidney stones experiencing extinction from holes, opaque or non-birefringent material 

within COM stone cross sections. The first-order red plate turns the black colour coming 

from the specimen’s background and that coming from crystals experiencing extinction 

into red. As the crystals are rotated on the stage of the polarized optical microscope, their 

black colour disappears as they are no longer experiencing extinction, and hence, do not 

appear red any more, while holes existing in the cross sections of the stones will 
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constantly remain red as the stage is rotated. Moreover, since the accessory first-order red 

plate has a known retardation, it was also used to determine the retardation of some 

crystals of COM kidney stone cross sections as will be described in Section 2.9.2. 

The thickness of synthesized COM crystals grown on a 1 cm x 1 cm piece of 

glass, as described in the next section, was measured using a profilometer. A profilometer 

contains a tip that moves along the surface of the sample and measures its “height” (i.e. 

thickness) through a light scattering algorithm. The thickness of COM crystals was found 

to be approximately 2 µm. 

Polarized optical microscopy was utilized to identify COM crystals by their 

apparent hexagonal or twinned morphology (Figure 2.6) and determine their 

crystallographic direction. Information extracted from single COM crystals was then 

applied to cross-sections of COM kidney stones. 

2.8 Calcium Oxalate Crystallization and Characterization 

2.8.1 Synthesis of Calcium Oxalate Crystals 

COM crystals were prepared as described in the literature by combining aqueous 

solutions of calcium chloride (10 mM CaCl2) and sodium oxalate (10 mM Na2C2O4) at 

room temperature in an ionic HEPES buffer (details in Experimental section).70 CaCl2 

and Na2C2O4 were volumetrically added to the ionic buffer in a 10:1 ratio of calcium to 

oxalate ions, respectively, and the solutions were usually prepared in a total volume of 10 

ml in a new glass vial with 1 cm × 1 cm square glass slide on its base for crystals to settle 

on it. This ratio was chosen because it is known to yield the largest size of COM 

crystals,70 and is close to that of calcium to oxalate measured in urine.71 Moreover, 
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crystals grown using this protocol produce a tabular COM crystal morphology similar to 

those observed in some kidney stones.39, 41, 72 Crystals were collected by removing the 

glass slide and washed with Millipore water to remove NaCl. The identity of the crystals 

was confirmed by X-ray diffractometry (Appendix 1), their thickness was determined 

using an Alpha-Step IQ profilometer (KLA Tencor, USA), and retardation of crystals was 

measured using a Berek compensator (Olympus, U-P541) on a polarized optical 

microscope (Olympus BX60).  

2.8.2 Characterization of Synthesized COM Crystals 

Figure 2.8 shows COM crystals grown as described above. The morphology of 

crystals is in agreement with previous reports on synthetic COM crystals,58, 73 namely, 

one can observe two types of shapes: elongated hexagonal platelets and elongated contact 

twins with slightly split ends. The largest dimension can reach ~10 µm and the thickness 

(measured by a profilometer) ~2 µm. The “crystal habits” are shown schematically in 

Figure 2.8b where faces and crystallographic directions are labelled in accordance with 

the literature.46, 58, 72 Crystals show white or pale-yellow first-order polarization colours 

between the crossed polarizers.  
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Figure 2.8. (a) Photograph of synthetic COM crystals between crossed polarizers with 

superimposed first-order red plate, and (b) schematic representation of their 
morphology as seen under the microscope. Positions of polarizer (P), analyzer (A) and 
crystallographic axes are shown by arrows. Cross sections of optical indicatrix and 
optic axes are shown by white ellipses and red lines, respectively. Crystals in (b) are 
shown in extinction positions with respect to the polarizers. 

The Neumann’s Principle imposes specific limitations on the position of the 

optical indicatrix with respect to the symmetry elements of the crystal.48 In particular, due 

to COM symmetry (point group 2/m), one of the axes of optical indicatrix should be 

parallel to the twofold symmetry axis (Figure 1.12), which is the [010] crystallographic 

axis, and the positions of the other two axes are not restricted by symmetry. Therefore, 

the cross section of the indicatrix by the large face of hexagonal platelet, the (100) plane, 

is the ellipse with the axes parallel to [001] and [010] directions, respectively. This is 

shown in Figure 2.8b. When a transparent crystal plate is observed between the crossed 
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polarizers it should experience extinction (i.e. become completely dark) when the 

polarizer (or analyzer) is parallel to one of the axes of the ellipse, which is the vibration 

direction of the crystal (i.e. the vibration direction of the polarization direction of the 

(polarized) light propagating through the crystal).65, 67 In the left-hand part of Figure 2.8b, 

the two extinction positions of the (100) COM plate expected based on the crystal 

symmetry are shown. In agreement with this theoretical expectation, it was observed that 

the extinction in hexagonal platelets when their elongation direction, the [001] 

crystallographic direction, coincided with the direction of the polarizer or analyzer. This 

is evident in Figure 2.8a. Note that this photograph is made with a first-order red plate 

(wavelength 530 nm) inserted into the optical path. When this accessory plate is used, the 

crystal in extinction has characteristic first-order red colour instead of being black. Non-

birefringent media (surrounding the crystal) has the same colour (i.e. red with the red 

plate and black without it). Therefore, without the first-order red plate the black crystal in 

extinction would be indistinguishable on the black background.  

As described earlier in Sections 2.5 and 2.6, the symmetry does not help 

determine the extinction positions, and therefore, the vibration directions in (010) 

platelets (i.e. in COM twins seen in Figure 2.8a). It was found that one of the vibration 

directions deviate here by several degrees from the [001] direction (15º according to 

Hofmann)68 and the deviation is opposite in different twin components as shown by the 

indicatrix ellipses in Figure 2.8b. This deviation is small and can be considered negligible 

in rough considerations.  

The slow- and fast-ray vibration directions in the crystals, (large and small axes of 

optical indicatrix, respectively), were determined with the help of standard methods using 
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a Berek compensator or the analysis of polarization colours in crystals with a 

superimposed first-order red plate  (notice in Figure 2.8a the difference in colours of the 

crystals rotated clock- and anticlockwise from vertical position, respectively). The optical 

indicatrix is directed with respect to crystal habits as shown in Figure 2.8b. In other 

words, the axis of the indicatrix γ, which corresponds to the largest index of refraction nγ, 

is directed approximately along [001]. The optical angle (2V) between the optic axes is 

reported to be 2V≈84º.68 We have no information available to determine the directions of 

optic axes of COM crystals, however, the symmetry requirement is that the plane in 

which they lie should be parallel or perpendicular to the [010] crystallographic axis. The 

former variant is shown in Figure 2.8b for definiteness. 

2.9 Optical Investigation of Kidney Stones 

2.9.1 Kidney Stone Samples and Preparations of Cross Sections  

Seven COM kidney stones were obtained from percutaneous nephrolithotomy 

cases and their identities were confirmed using X-Ray diffraction (XRD) by comparing 

their diffraction patterns to crystalline calcium oxalate monohydrate (99.9%) purchased 

from Fisher Scientific (see Appendix 1 for diffraction data) and calculations by means of 

the computer program LAZY PULVERIX.74 Each stone was cut along a plane close to its 

middle using a razor blade. One half of each stone was polished and fixed onto a glass 

slide for the polarized optical microscopy studies. The surface of the other half of each 

stone was polished for further characterization using XRD. Six samples were submitted 

for fine polishing, down to 30 µm or lower, to Vancouver Petrographics (Langley, BC, 

Canada) (Figure 2.9), while a seventh sample was polished down to 200 µm in the 

laboratory (Figure 2.10). 
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Figure 2.9. Polarized optical microscopy images of six COM kidney stone cross sections (a–f). Each 

cross section was polished to a thickness of 30-µm or less, and mounted in epoxy resin 
on a glass slide. White arrows indicate what appear to be origins of crystal growth, 
while black arrows identify regions of extinction observed with a first-order red plate. 

2.9.2 Characterization and Analysis of COM Kidney Stone Cross Sections 

Using an x-ray diffractometer, it was confirmed that the stones selected for optical 

examination have COM composition with crystalline impurities being absent, as 

described in Section 1.9 of Chapter 1.  

According to published scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, the size of 

crystallites in COM kidney stones is ~ 0.1-1 µm.41 COM crystal sizes were measured 

using a measuring tool available with the software used to analyze the SEM image. Six of 

the seven stones are shown in Figure 2.9 with possible nidi, or sources of origin, 

indicated in white arrows and crystal extinction highlighted using black arrows.  
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Figure 2.10a shows the photograph of the seventh sample between the crossed 

polarizers where the concentric laminar structure is evident. Extinction of COM crystals 

is observed in large areas. The view of the sample in the same position after insertion of a 

first-order red accessory plate is shown in Figure 2.10b. As explained earlier, this helps to 

distinguish between the regions that are really in extinction (they should become red in 

the presence of the red plate) and opaque regions (which remain dark). Therefore, the 

concentric dark rings and the dark sector directed upwards are the regions that do not 

transmit light (probably due to existence of foreign organic material between small-size 

crystallites). On the contrary, the sectors directed to the left and to the right are the 

transparent regions in extinction. The extinction should be observed if the vibration 

directions of the crystal coincide with the vibration directions of polarizers. However, the 

thickness of the stone section we studied is definitely much larger than the typical size of 

crystallites. In this case the extinction can be observed only if all crystallites on the path 

of the light (from top to bottom of the specimen) have the same vibration directions, 

which coincide with the vibration directions of the polarizers. Since the vibration 

directions are connected with the crystallographic orientation, our observation 

unambiguously suggests that crystallographic orientations of all crystallites from top to 

bottom of the sample are correlated (i.e. the crystallites are ordered). Furthermore, all the 

crystallites within the sectors that show simultaneous extinction are ordered. We 

determined vibration directions in different parts of the stone as shown in Figure 2.10a. 

The spherical symmetry for the optical behaviour is evident. This kind of symmetry is 

characteristic of spherulites.  
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Figure 2.10. A thin (0.2 mm) approximately diametric section of COM kidney stone viewed between 

crossed polarizers without (a) and with (b) the first-order red plate. Ellipses indicate 
the positions of optical indicatrix in different parts of the stone as determined from the 
extinction positions. 

Note that the regular extinction pattern is not observed in the core part of the 

stone section. Different crystallites demonstrate here the extinction at randomly different 

positions. In many regions the extinction cannot be observed at all, which means that the 

light propagates through two or more crystallites with different directions of indicatrix. 

For further investigations, we selected the thinner sections of stones with coarse 

microstructure (see Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12). When observed between the crossed 

polarizers the specimen appears to be consisting of comparatively large regions (referred 

to as “spherulitic domains” or simply “domains”) of different colour elongated 

approximately along the radial direction of the specimen. The largest dimension of 
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domains is typically 50-400 µm, but many smaller domains and several larger ones can 

be found. In the core region of the stone section, the domains are comparatively small 

and have equilateral rather than elongated shape. 

 
Figure 2.11. A thin (17 µm) approximately diametric section of COM kidney stone viewed between 

crossed polarizers. This is the same sample observed in Figure 2.9e imaged without the 
first-order red retardation plate. Scale bar is equal to 180 µm. 

 Every domain appears to be in extinction (becomes completely dark) at certain 

positions of crossed polarizers, which can be significantly different in neighbouring 

domains (compare Figure 2.13 a-b). The colours of domains are obviously the 

polarization colours that should emerge in birefringent sections of certain thickness under 

the crossed polarizers, according to the Michel-Levy chart (Figure 2.7). The polarization 

colours can be determined by the retardation, thickness and birefringence of the material 

as defined by Equation 2.3. 
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Figure 2.12. The fragment of the same specimen as in Figure 2.11 viewed in (a) plane-polarized light 

and (b) between crossed polarizers. The centre of the stone is in the top-right direction. 
Arrows indicate domain boundaries. 

As described earlier, birefringence depends on crystallographic direction. As the 

thickness of the specimen is constant, the homogeneous colour of the domain 

unambiguously suggests that all crystallites inside the domain have the same 

crystallographic orientation. This is further confirmed by the fact that every domain can 

be put into complete extinction. Accordingly, different colours in different domains 

signify the different orientations. In the domains out of the core region of the stone 

section the colours are of the third or lower order, as per the Michel-Levy chart. The 

largest retardation measured in these domains with a Berek compensator is 1670 nm, 
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which corresponds to the birefringence value of 0.098. In contrast, the core domains often 

demonstrate pale forth- and fifth-order colours. This difference is seen in Figure 2.14a, in 

which the core area (in the right-hand part) and the remote areas are shown. 

On the smaller length-scale, every domain consists of bright concentric layers 0.5-

3 µm thick separated by dark boundaries, the thickness of which is usually much smaller 

than 1 µm and cannot be resolved even under the largest optical microscope 

magnification. The concentric boundaries are clearly visible even without the analyzer 

(i.e. in plane-polarized light) (see Figure 2.12a). Each boundary often spreads without 

termination through many domains, which suggests that each concentric layer appears 

simultaneously in different domains in the course of growth process. Domains of 

different colour are also often (but not always) separated by thin black boundaries. The 

black boundaries may have different (probably organic) composition. On the other hand, 

in the plain-polarized light one cannot resolve any radial striation within the majority of 

the domain. In some domains the radial lines are visible, but they are wavy and much less 

prominent than the concentric ones. The prominent radial structure inside the domain 

may appear only between crossed polarizers in the form of “rays” having slightly 

different polarization colours and/or slightly different extinction positions (Figure 2.12b). 

This suggests that radial structure is related to the slightly different orientation of 

neighbouring crystallites rather than to the existence of the material boundaries (e.g. 

organic) between them. 

As the macroscopic symmetry of the spherulite (in particular, the symmetry of 

optical properties) is spherical, one needs to distinguish two types of directions: radial 

direction, which is thought to coincide (at least approximately) with the direction of 
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kidney stone growth, and the directions perpendicular to the radius. In every point of the 

sample, all the directions perpendicular to the radius are equivalent. There also must be 

certain relation between macroscopic directions and the crystallographic directions of the 

constituent crystallites. In particular, one can immediately conclude that the [001] 

crystallographic direction (which is approximately the same as the direction of the largest 

axis of optical indicatrix γ , according to Figure 2.8b) should be perpendicular (as in 

Figure 2.10a) or parallel to the radial direction (otherwise the extinctions shown in Figure 

2.10 would be impossible). To elucidate which of these options is realized in different 

domains, we determined their slow and fast vibration directions. It was found that in the 

majority of domains the slow vibration direction is approximately perpendicular to the 

radial direction. Figure 2.13 illustrates this behaviour for one of the domains labelled by 

letter A. Being in diagonal position (Figure 2.13b) it shows first-order yellow colour 

(measurement with the Berek compensator gives the value of R=380 nm in the domain 

centre. See the Michel-Levy chart (Figure 2.7)). With the first-order red accessory plate 

inserted, which has a wavelength of 530 nm, the retardation should then be R=530-380 = 

150 nm, which corresponds to the gray colour (Figure 2.7). This colour is really observed 

when radial direction of the domain is parallel to the slow direction of accessory plate 

(Figure 2.13c). This means that slow vibration direction of the domain A is perpendicular 

to the radial direction and excludes the possibility of parallelism between the radial 

direction and [001]. 
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Figure 2.13. The fragment of the same specimen as in Figure 2.11 viewed in crossed polarizers at 

different positions of the microscope rotating stage. (a) Domain A is in extinction. The 
centre of the stone is on the top. (b) Domain A is in a diagonal position. (c) Same view as 
(b) but with an inserted red accessory plate. The positions of polarizers and the slow 
vibration direction γ  of the accessory plate are shown by arrows. Position of indicatrix 
in the domain A is shown by red ellipse. 
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There is another way to show that γ  and [001] are perpendicular to the radial 

direction of the stone. If this is not so (i.e. γ  is along the radius of the stone), then the 

variation of retardation (polarization colours) in different domains is due to the rotation 

of the two other axes of indicatrix, α  and β  in the plane, perpendicular to the radius. 

Using Equation 2.2, the known sample thickness h = 17 µm and the values of nα = 1.491, 

nβ = 1.556, nγ = 1.650 for COM,68 we can calculate that R may vary in this case from h 

(nγ – nα) ≈ 2700 nm (when β axis is along the viewing direction) to h (nγ – nβ) ≈ 1600 nm 

(when α axis is along the viewing direction). This retardation interval corresponds to the 

forth- and fifth-order polarization colours, which were not observed in the domains not 

belonging to the core. Therefore, this configuration is nonexistent. On the other hand, this 

stone section does not contain the very “centre” of the stone from which the growth 

process started. It is difficult to prepare the section with a “centre”. Besides, the stone 

may contain several such “centres”. Therefore, the radial direction of the whole stone and 

the radial direction of the studied section are not always the same. In the core region of 

the section, the radial direction of the stone is parallel (or almost parallel) to the viewing 

direction. In this case γ perpendicular to the radius of the stone should be in the plane of 

the section and, as discussed above, should give rise to the retardation between 1600 nm 

and 2700 nm  (forth- and fifth-order polarization colours). This is easily apparent in 

Figure 2.14a, which shows the central region of the stone (in the bottom-right part of the 

figure).  
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Figure 2.14. The fragments of the same specimen as in Figure 2.11 showing (a) the central region of 

the stone (in the bottom-right part of the figure) and (b) areas of the same colour (i.e. 
the same crystal orientation) propagate through dark organic layers. The black arrows 
indicate growth channels. 

Therefore, the data can be explained by the suggestion that the β  axis of the 

indicatrix, which is approximately perpendicular to (100), according to Figure 2.8b, is 

along the radial direction in all domains and the directions of α  and γ  may vary in the 

perpendicular plane, giving rise to different polarization colours in different domains. If 

one of the optic axes (which are in the α -γ plane) accidentally becomes parallel to the 

viewing direction, the domain remains in extinction in any position with respect to the 

polarizers. A few domains of such a kind were observed (e.g. domains B and C in Figure 

2.13). 
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Many domains (some of them are shown by arrows in Figure 2.13a) are sharpened 

in the direction of the stone centre. This implies the conical shape of domains at least in 

the early stages of their growth, such as the apex of the cone is the starting point of the 

growth. In the advanced growth stages the neighbouring domains interact and their shape 

may change (become nearly cylindrical). Note that the apex itself can be seen only if it 

lies exactly in the studied stone plate, otherwise the domain shape should be represented 

by conic sections (hyperbolas or parabolas). This is really the case for many domains (e. 

g. domain B in Figure 2.13a). In the core of the specimen where the growing direction is 

approximately along the viewing direction the conic section should be represented by an 

ellipse or circle. This explains equilateral shape of core domains that are in fact the 

circles distorted by interactions with the neighbouring domains. 

2.10 X-Ray Diffraction Investigation of Kidney Stones 

2.10.1 Characterization and Analysis of COM Kidney Stones 

To study further the texture in kidney stone cross sections, their X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) patterns were compared with the patterns of COM powder and diffraction profiles 

calculated by means of the computer program LAZY PULVERIX74 using the known 

structural parameters for COM.46 The X-ray diffraction pattern was recorded at room 

temperature using the reflection mode on a Rigaku R-AXIS rapid curved image plate 

detector with a graphite monochromator, a Cu Kα radiation source, a 0.3 mm collimator 

and 25-minute exposure. The diffraction pattern was recorded from the edges of the cross 

sections to their centres as illustrated in Figure 2.15 (note that the figure is not drawn to 

scale). The dark rings indicate the opaque organic rings, and the outer-most layer is 

shown in lighter black representing its crystalline nature.  
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Figure 2.15. Schematic representation showing the methodology in which XRD patterns of different 

layers of a COM kidney stone cross section were recorded. Arrowheads indicate the 
direction of recorded patterns (from edge to centre). Figure is not drawn to scale. 

Figure 2.16 shows the part of the XRD spectrum obtained from the surface of the 

diametric section of one of the specimens. Comparison with theoretical pattern reveals no 

additional diffraction peaks, which would signify crystalline impurities in the stone. 

However, the intensities of all (h00) peaks are found to be dramatically reduced as 

compared to calculated and powder profiles. This feature strongly suggests the existence 

of a texture, i.e. preferred crystallographic orientation of crystallites within the 

polycrystalline specimen. The (h00) peaks appear due to interference between the waves 

reflected from (100) crystal planes. The absence of these peaks means the absence of 

crystallites in which (100) planes are parallel to the surface of the studied specimen. Such 

a kind of texture is consistent with the spherulitic crystallites arrangement derived from 

optical observations, which require the (100) planes to be perpendicular to the radial 
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direction of the stone and, consequently, perpendicular to diametric cross sections. XRD 

data confirm, therefore, the results of polarized microscopy. 

 
Figure 2.16. X-ray diffraction pattern of commercial COM powder and the diametric section of 

kidney stone. Intensities are normalized to obtained equal intensities for the most 
prominent (040) peak. Diffraction lines missing in the stone are marked by asterisk. 

Note that the effect of (h00) peaks suppression can be different in the different 

areas of the same stone section and are not observed in all studied stones. This can be 

explained by features of the experimental technique. The X-ray beam in the XRD 

experiment samples a comparatively large area (~0.5 mm). If the size of spherulitic 

domains is much smaller, and their radial directions are not ordered along the radial 

direction of the stone, they are seen by XRD as disordered crystallites and the texture 

cannot be revealed. Polarized optical microscopy works on a much smaller scale and 

even tiny (~10 µm) spherulitic domains can be distinguished as areas of different colours. 
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2.11 Discussion  

Our results show that the crystallographic orientations of crystallites that compose 

a kidney stone are not random. Within comparatively large domains, dozens and 

hundreds of micrometer-sized, all crystallites retain the same crystallographic orientation. 

In some stones such as those depicted in Figure 2.11, this nearly perfect order is violated 

on a larger scale (i.e. the directions of different domains are variable). In other cases 

(Figure 2.10) the correlation length of ordering appears to be much larger, vibration 

directions (and, therefore, related crystallographic features) are aligned along radial 

directions in the whole sample. However, in any case, the crystallites located in different 

regions of the stone are not independent units. They are parts of a coherent network and 

organized orientations. This network cannot be formed only by means of occasional 

trapping of already existing microcrystals from urine as suggested by some models of 

kidney stone growth.39, 41 Such trapping implies that the orientations of joining 

microcrystals and, consequently, the orientation of crystallites within the stone should be 

random.39, 41 The observed ordering strongly suggests the dominating role of direct 

crystal-growth mechanism of kidney stone formation. The hypothesis that spherulitic 

domains may grow separately and then aggregate to form the stone is inconsistent with 

the morphology observed by polarized optical microscopy and X-ray diffractometry data. 

Their orientation (apex directed preferably to the centre of the stone), complex shape and 

thin (<1µm) boundaries between them suggest that they grow together. The boundaries 

are evidently formed in the course of interactions between growing domains. 
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Figure 2.17. Schematics of (a) the radial morphology of a normal spherulite and (b) layered 

morphology of a kidney stone. Crystalline and amorphous materials are shown by 
yellow and red colour, respectively. Some of the spherulitic domains are shown by 
broken lines. Arrows show the fast-growing directions of crystallites. 

2.11.1 COM Kidney Stone Growth vs. Normal Spherulitic Growth 

Despite apparent difference in the morphology of stones shown in Figure 2.10 and 

Figure 2.11 we suppose that the growth mechanism is basically the same in both cases 

and differences are due to some variations of growth conditions. Examination of Figure 

2.10 shows the extinction characteristic of spherulites. Therefore, the natural step of the 

discussion should be the comparison of our data with those inherent in typical spherulites. 

As follows from our observations, kidney stones are distinguished by at least four 

significant features. These differences are depicted schematically in Figure 2.17.  

Spherulites usually consist of crystalline fibres radiating from the common centre, 

the nucleus from which fibres begin to grow.62, 75, 76 Lateral dimensions of growing fibres 

remain remarkably constant and filling of the space by crystalline material occurs via 

numerous branching of fibres, as shown schematically in Figure 2.17a. This branching is 

noncrystallographic, in contrast to dendritic branching (i.e. crystallographic orientation in 

daughter fibres differ from the orientation of parent fibre). The difference is generally 

small, and because of this certain crystallographic direction remains almost parallel to the 
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radial direction. Impurities and non-crystalline substances accumulate between the fibres 

increasing their visibility under the microscope. The first unusual feature of kidney stones 

is that the prominent radiating fibre structure is absent  (Figure 2.10, Figure 2.12a). SEM 

images of COM stones subjected to proteolysis also reveal a plate-like rather than fibre-

like shape of COM crystallites.41  

The comprehensive phenomenological model of Keith and Padden62 attributes the 

branching in spherulites to heterogeneities such as impurities or molecular defects which 

perturb crystallization by deflecting the tips of growing fibres. While different reasons for 

noncrystallographic branching were also proposed,77 the common feature of existing 

models of spherulitic growth is that the fast growth direction in any point of growth front 

is approximately parallel to the radius of the spherulite. This feature also appears in 

computer simulations in the mainframe of the generalized phase field model of 

polycrystalline growth.77, 78 

As follows from our observations of synthetic crystals, [001] is the fast growth 

direction for COM. Theoretical calculations have been performed on COM crystal 

growth under different conditions and the analysis of crystal morphology encountered in 

nature and came to the conclusion that [001] is indeed that fast growth direction of 

COM.58 More specifically, early crystals are needle-like and elongated along the [001] 

direction. With growing time they become tabular, but the size along [001] remains the 

largest one. Based on this information, it was proposed that radially oriented needle-like 

(fibre) COM crystallites may form the structure typical of spherulites.58 However, our 

observations unambiguously show that the [001] (i.e. fast growth) direction is 

perpendicular to the radius instead of being radial.  
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The third important feature of kidney stones that is absent in most spherulites is 

the concentric layered structure, which is suggested to be related to the irregular 

distribution of pigment (similar to some mineral spherulites).61 Observations of optical 

images of COM kidney stone cross-sections rather indicate the existence of thin opaque 

layers of different composition.  

Finally, COM stones may contain domains in which the crystallographic axis of 

crystallites has almost the same direction, while in the neighbouring domains the 

direction is significantly different.  

2.11.2 Model for COM Kidney Stone Growth 

To account for the mentioned features of kidney stone morphology discussed 

above, the following model of growth is hereby proposed by considering the layered 

characteristic in detail. Figure 2.18 shows schematically how it may happen starting from 

the initial microcrystal appearing for reasons, which will be discussed later, on the 

surface of the stone. Similar to other crystallites, the (100) plane of this microcrystal is 

perpendicular to the radial direction of the stone, as shown in Figure 2.18a. We use the 

known fact that kidney stones always contain organic matrix (proteins, lipids, 

polysaccharides etc.) embedded between the crystallites.39, 52, 79 The presence of organic 

components in urine may inhibit the growth of crystallites.39, 80-82 The layered 

morphology observed under the microscope is supposed to be related to the periodic 

variation of growth conditions. In the time intervals when the role of inhibitors is 

comparatively small, crystallites grow freely. During the time interval when the crystal 

growth rate decreases or the rate of precipitation of organic molecules on the surface 

increases, the crystal layer appears to be covered significantly by the organic material 
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(Figure 2.18b). Remaining spots free from the organic matrix serve as “seeds” for further 

crystallization. Crystallites grown around these spots in the next stage of the process 

should have the same orientation as a parent crystallite (Figure 2.18c). These new 

crystallites grow until they coalesce and fill all the space between them. Note that the 

direction perpendicular to (100) is the slowest growth direction thus a thin crystal layer is 

formed as a result of coalescence. At the next stage, the rate of organic matrix deposition 

again increases (or crystal growth rate decreases) and the next opaque organic layer 

appears. Then the process is repeated.  

 
Figure 2.18.  Schematics of periodic growth process leading to layered morphology. (a–d) Sequential 

stages of the process; top view and the cross section along A-A line. Crystalline and 
organic materials are shown by yellow and red colour, respectively. 

As a result of this process the crystal layers are formed, which are separated by 

organic interlayers. However, the organic interlayers are not continuous. The crystal 

structure grows through “channels” which connect neighbouring crystal layers. Though 

these channels are supposed to have submicron size, they can sometimes be observed on 
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a larger scale, as one can see in Figure 2.14b, where the areas of the same colour (i.e. the 

same crystal orientation) propagate through dark organic layers. Due to these growth 

channels the same crystallographic orientation is maintained throughout the spherulitic 

domain. In this idealized interpretation, the process is similar to the dendritic 

crystallization rather than to spherulitic growth. In particular, it should lead to the 

formation of flat layers. In reality, the layers are often slightly curved (see Figure 2.12) 

presumably due to the noncrystallographic small-angle branching, similar to “normal” 

spherulites. However, this branching occurs in the radial direction (i.e. direction 

perpendicular to the fast-growth [001] direction). As discussed above in this section, the 

impurities, in particular the organic molecules may cause the branching.    

Consider now the developments of the spherulitic domain, which arises from the 

initial “seed” crystallite and develops into a nearly conic shape. The crystallographic 

directions in different domains are found to be variable. The direction in every domain 

must be determined by the position of the seed crystal located at the apex of the growing 

cone. On the other hand, we did not observe the relation between the crystallographic 

orientation of the newborn and already existing domains, except the requirements that the 

(100) crystallographic plane should be approximately perpendicular to the domain radial 

direction (parallel to the organic layers). Therefore, the seed crystal is not connected by 

the growth channels with the previous crystal layer. The possible ways for such a kind of 

seed crystal to appear is the deposition of the existing microcrystal from urine on the 

organic layer as shown schematically in Figure 2.19a. Since the most prominent (100) 

face of COM crystals is also the most adhesive one,39 the requirement that the (100) plane 

of seed crystal be parallel to the organic layer can be satisfied. The absorbed microcrystal 
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creates a hump on the surface of the stone (Figure 2.19b), which limits the growth of the 

next crystal layer of the old domain (Figure 2.19c). At the same time, the growth of the 

next crystal layer of the newborn domain is not limited and it can expand in lateral 

directions. The newborn domain is high at all subsequent growth stages (Figure 2.19 d-e) 

so that it becomes wider during growth until it meets with similar neighbouring domain.  

 
Figure 2.19. Growth of new domain on the free surface of existing domain. (a–e) Sequential stages of 

the process; diametric cross section of the stone is shown, in (e) the top view is also 
shown. Organic matrix is represented by red colour, crystalline material of “newborn” 
and “old” domains are dark-yellow and light-yellow, respectively. Growth channels 
between crystalline layers are not shown. The growth of the last crystal layer is not 
completed. 
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The surface of the stone may not be ideally even so that the (100) plane of the 

deposited seed microcrystal and, consequently, the (100) plane of the whole newborn 

domain may not be perpendicular to the radial direction of the stone. Therefore, 

roughness of the stone surface leads to the additional disorder in the mutual arrangement 

of domains. This explains why the neighbouring domains may have very different 

extinction positions under the polarizing microscope (e.g. like in Figure 2.13). In some 

specimens this kind of disorder is small; extinction positions of neighbouring domains are 

close and characteristic spherulitic extinction pattern can be observed (see Figure 2.10). 

The size of spherulitic domains is determined by the rate of preformed 

microcrystals adhesion as compared to the rate of crystallization. If the former is 

comparatively large, the size of the domains is small as for example in the stone shown in 

Figure 2.10 or in the lower part of the stone in Figure 2.13a. The role of microcrystal 

adhesion is also critical for the formation of large-size stones. If the direct crystal growth 

is terminated due to precipitation of unusually large amount of organic material on the 

stone’s surface, microcrystals deposited from urine can give rise to the formation of new 

domains, thus maintaining the further growth of the stone. This can explain, in particular, 

why COD is rarely observed in kidney stones in spite of the large concentration of COD 

microcrystals in urine. Adhesion force for COD is measured to be considerably smaller 

than for COM, and thus, the mechanism of the attachment of COD microcrystals is not 

effective.39 Moreover, new domains are not expected to appear when COD crystallization 

is terminated by organic matrix.  

It is clear that the considered mechanism leads to the conservation of the shape of 

a growing stone, i.e. a well-developed sphere should remain a sphere, at least 
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approximately. The behaviour in the initial steps of stone formation starting from the 

“first” seed crystal is not so evident. The morphology of the core and the surrounding 

parts in the stone sections studied is different (see Figure 2.10, Figure 2.12 and Figure 

2.14a). As discussed earlier in Section 2.9.2, this can be attributed to the fact that the 

stone sections are not exactly diametric. To obtain definite conclusions, however, one 

needs to study the cross section that contains the very “centre” of the stone. However, it 

is difficult to prepare such a section due to lack of a priori information about its position. 

This model derived based on the polarized light microscopy and XRD 

investigations is consistent with the results of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 

atomic force microscopy of kidney stones that provide images with much larger 

magnification. These techniques clearly revealed COM crystals in the form of plates 

stacked on their large (100) faces.41  

2.12 Conclusions 

It is shown in the present work that the continuous crystallization (monoepitaxial 

growth) mechanism is likely involved in formation of COM kidney stones. To explain the 

stone morphology, the model proposed suggests that the mechanisms of COM stone 

growth by continuous crystallization and aggregation via adhesion of preformed 

microcrystals from urine, which were considered so far as two alternative mechanisms of 

kidney stone formation are actually both important. Crystallization is the primary way for 

the development of comparatively large (up to ~ 0.5 mm) and independent polycrystal 

blocks (domains), which constitute the COM stone. Preformed microcrystals are 

considered to be responsible for the appearance of new spherulitic domains. Being 

deposited on the surface of the growing domain they disrupt the preferred orientation of 
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crystallites and serve as seeds for crystallization of new domains with different 

crystallographic orientations.  

The role of the organic matrix is considered to be crucial. In particular, 

precipitation of organic molecules seems to be responsible for the noncrystallographic 

small-angle branching of growing crystals (a common feature of spherulite formation) 

giving rise to the spherical shape of layers inside the domains. Periodic increasing of the 

precipitation rate with respect to crystallization rate inhibits further crystallization and 

leads to the formation of layered structure. Besides, the organic matrix promotes the 

formation of new spherulitic domains by means of occasional trapping of preformed 

microcrystals from urine. Although the proposed model of stone development does not 

consider heteroepitaxial growth, it may be active under certain conditions, thus 

complicating the process.  

While COM kidney stones demonstrate the main spherulitic feature, namely the 

ordering of certain crystallographic direction of crystallites along the corresponding 

radial direction of the specimen, substantial distinctions from known spherulites are 

found. One main difference is the morphology of concentric spherical layers observed 

and the perpendicular orientation of the COM fast growing direction to the corresponding 

radial direction of the spherulite. This distinction is suggested to be a result of specific 

growth conditions, in particular, their periodicity, which is evidently related to the 

biological cycles in the human body.  
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2.13 Experimental 

2.13.1 COM Kidney Stones 

Seven COM kidney stones were obtained from percutaneous nephrolithotomy 

cases. Their identity was confirmed using X-Ray diffraction (XRD) by comparing their 

diffraction patterns to crystalline calcium oxalate monohydrate (99.9%) purchased from 

Fisher Scientific (see Appendix 1 for some diffraction data) and calculations by means of 

the computer program LAZY PULVERIX.74 The stones were stored at room temperature. 

Each stone was held by forceps on a flat surface and cut along a plane close to its middle 

using a razor blade. One of the two newly cut halves of each stone was polished and fixed 

onto a glass slide for the polarized optical microscopy studies. The surface of the other 

half of each stone was polished for further characterization using XRD. 

2.13.2 COM Crystal Growth 

All chemicals used for the COM crystallization experiments were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich. COM crystals were prepared as described in the literature by combining 

aqueous solutions of CaCl2 (10 mM) and sodium oxalate (10 mM Na2C2O4) at room 

temperature in an ionic buffer (150 mM NaCl and 10 mM HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-

piperazineethanesulfonic acid) titrated to pH 7.5 with NaOH).70 CaCl2 and Na2C2O4 were 

volumetrically added to the ionic buffer in a 10:1 ratio of calcium to oxalate. The 

solutions were usually prepared in a total volume of 10 ml in a new glass vial with 1 cm 

× 1 cm square glass slide on its base for crystals to settle on it. This ratio was chosen 

because it is known to yield the largest size of COM crystals.83 Moreover, this ratio is 

similar to the physiological ratio of calcium to oxalate measured in urine.71 After the 

addition of all components, the vials were shaken vigorously for approximately 15 
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seconds, and left to stand undisturbed at room temperature for 72 hrs. The crystals were 

collected by removing the square glass slide and rinsed with Millipore water to remove 

NaCl. The identity of the crystals was confirmed by X-ray diffractometry (Appendix 1). 

2.13.3 Measuring the Thickness of COM Crystals 

The thickness of COM crystals was determined using an Alpha-Step IQ 

profilometer (KLA Tencor, USA). COM crystals grown on a square glass slide were 

rinsed with Millipore water to remove NaCl. The glass slide was then mounted on the 

profilometer, which measures the thickness by having a tip that initially measures the 

thickness of the glass slide using a light scattering algorithm. It then scratches the surface 

of the sample until it reaches the “height” of the glass slide. The difference in the 

“height” of the sample and the glass slide is then calculated as the thickness of the 

sample. 

2.13.4 Polishing of COM Kidney Stones 

One half of six kidney stones was polished by Vancouver Petrographics Ltd. 

(Langley, BC, Canada). Each sample was individually embedded in Petro-epoxy 

(refractive index of 1.54) and left to cure overnight. The embedded slices were ground 

flat, set in a 1-inch phenolic ring mount, flooded with petropoxy and left to cure over 

night. The samples were re-flattened using a fixed 220 diamond grit lap wheel, followed 

by a 600 and a 1200 diamond grit. The samples were placed on a hot plate for 2 h to 

remove any moisture, at which time they were mounted on a glass slide and left over 

night. The samples were removed from the hot plate and re-sectioned to a thickness of 

300-500 µm using a 100 grit circular diamond saw blade. The slices were ground down to 
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35 µm using a 800 silicon carbide grit on a Logitech LP-30 optical grinding machine. 

Finally, the samples were transferred to a Whirlemet petro-thin machine and subjected to 

a three-stage, 15-minute polishing using a cloth polish, followed by a diamond grit polish 

using 8000, then 11,000 and finally 14,000 grit. Polishing COM kidney stone samples 

has been demonstrated not to cause gross morphological changes.41 Polished stone 

samples were examined using a polarized optical microscope (Olympus BX60) and a 

Berek compensator.  

2.13.5 X-Ray Diffraction of COM Kidney Stones 

X-ray diffraction was studied at room temperature using Reflection mode on a 

Rigaku R-AXIS rapid curved image plate detector with graphite monochromator, a Cu 

Kα radiation source, a 0.3 mm collimator and 25-minute exposure. The reflected X-ray 

beam was measured from 5 to 80 degrees at 0.02 steps and 2 seconds per step. For XRD 

analysis, a suspension of powdered COM kidney stones was prepared by grinding stone 

samples using a standard laboratory mortar and pestle, and then adding acetone directly 

to the mortar bowl. Using a Pasteur pipette 4-5 drops of the resulting suspension were 

place onto a square piece of a glass microscope slide (ca. 1 × 1 cm) and heated in an oven 

at 60 ºC for 5 minutes to evaporate the acetone and aid the sample sticking to the glass. 

COM crystals obtained from Fisher Scientific were mounted on a glass-slide and 

analyzed on the XRD instrument under the same conditions. 
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3: EXAMINATION OF THE MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF 
CALCIUM OXALATE MONOHYDRATE KIDNEY STONES 

This chapter is reproduced in part with permission from Usama Al-Atar, Andrew 

R. Lewis, Joel M. H. Teichman, Ben H. Chew, Byron D. Gates, and Neil Branda, 

“Selective Water Uptake in Calcium Oxalate Monohydrate Kidney Stones”, Materials 

Chemistry, 21, 5016-5021, 2009. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. 

3.1 Introduction 

The development of new man-made materials has significantly advanced 

numerous applications ranging from alternative energy and information technologies to 

biotechnology. The identification of unknown or new classes of naturally occurring 

materials has equal importance, especially in health sciences, and is the focus of the 

studies reported in this chapter. Although calcium oxalate is a well known chemical, its 

materials properties in its naturally occurring form are poorly understood given that it is 

the culprit in the growth of one of the most common biomineral problems, kidney stones. 

Since urinary stone disease affects approximately 10% of the US population,84 causes 

extreme discomfort, and often leads to renal deterioration (occurring in up to 28% of 

staghorn renal calculi),85 probing the make-up of kidney stones in ways that have not 

been reported will provide useful information to clinicians and urologists. A better 

understanding of their materials properties may help prevent stones from forming in the 

first place or provide insights into how best to treat them after they have formed. 
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3.2 Current Treatments of COM Kidney Stones and Problems 

Calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) kidney stones are the most common type of 

kidney stones,86 making it the most critical material to fully characterize. Another reason 

is that the response of COM stones to shock wave lithotripsy (SWL), the most frequently 

used surgical treatment, is variable,87-89 and patients may require several SWL treatments, 

increasing the likelihood of adverse effects.90 An additional concern is that stone 

fragments remaining in the kidney after SWL may act as a nidus (a central point of 

origin) for the growth of further stones.40, 44, 91  

3.2.1 Shock Wave Lithotripsy (SWL) 

Ultrasonic shock waves are generated by a lithotripter, a device utilizing a ~1 µs 

duration, 100 MPa pressure spike triggered at about 2 Hz.92 SWL induces fragmentation 

through cavitation, where water on the stone absorbs SWL energy to induce vapour 

bubbles that collapse, rupturing the mesoscopic structure of the stone.93 Cavitation 

induces a negative pressure that correlates with fragmentation, and therefore, the absence 

of negative pressure and cavitation imply less fragmentation.94  

The process in which SWL breaks kidney stones is schematically depicted in 

Figure 3.1a. Shock waves are shown causing cavitation bubbles (blue circles) that are 

directed at the stone located inside the body. Cavitation results in cracks within the stone 

that eventually lead to its fragmentation. Theoretically, if the stone contains channels or 

pores in which fluid (i.e. water) can flow, then additional cavitation bubbles can be 

induced by SWL within the stone resulting in a quicker and easier fragmentation. This 

idea is illustrated in Figure 3.1b, where cavitation bubbles (yellow circles) originating 

from within water present inside the stone, result in greater fragmentation.  
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The inconsistency of SWL to fragment COM stones may be due to the 

arrangement of the calcium oxalate monohydrate crystals that constitute the stone and 

how the structure localizes absorbed fluid. Therefore, a deeper understanding of the 

water-absorbing behaviour of COM kidney stones and where absorbed fluid water is 

found within the stones’ structures may offer insights into how to improve non-invasive 

means to treat stone patients. For example, if water penetrates a stone, it implies porosity 

and ability to target the inside of the stone with SWL. 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic illustration of (a) SWL, and (b) SWL applied to a water permeable stone. 
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3.3 Study and Justification 

The interest in understanding the materials properties of kidney stones prompted a 

deeper probe into their meso- and microscopic structures. The lack of homogeneity, 

which may influence water porosity and susceptibility to SWL-induced fragmentation, is 

clearly observed from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of COM kidney 

stones taken by us (Figure 3.2) and others.39, 61 An appreciation of the rough and uneven 

landscape immediately apparent in these images suggests that water should be able to 

freely flow through voids within the COM structure.  

 
Figure 3.2. SEM image of the surface of a COM kidney stone.  

A prior study of stone morphology showed that COM crystals are laminated and 

polygonal, but with some amorphous regions, which implies structural heterogeneity.95 

Whether water can penetrate uniformly throughout the stone is less apparent and is the 

subject of this study. In this Chapter, it is demonstrated that COM stones do not absorb a 
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significant amount of liquid water beyond the outer coating, which has a different (albeit 

unidentified) interfacial material separating it from the bulk of the stone’s core. These 

claims are based on investigations using controlled humidity, magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffractometry (XRD). 

As will be argued in this Chapter, the observed water-localizing phenomenon is not a 

result of the surface effects of the different materials nor is it due to a change in the 

material itself, but rather appears to be an intrinsic property of the COM stone structure. 

3.4 Materials  

3.4.1 COM Kidney Stones 

A total of twelve calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) kidney stones are 

discussed in this Chapter (not all twelve stones are subjected to all experiments). Some of 

the stones analyzed were completely intact and no signs of broken areas were seen (see 

stone 1 in Figure 3.4, for example). Others contained obvious broken areas or were 

fragments of whole stones (see stones 3 and 4 in Figure 3.4, for examples). All stones 

were obtained from percutaneous nephrolithotomy procedures and were identified first 

using infrared spectroscopy by an analytical laboratory in Florida, USA, and then using 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) by comparing the results to those obtained by analyzing 

commercially available (Fisher Scientific) calcium oxalate monohydrate crystals. The 

stones were obtained only 3 months prior to the experiment and dried immediately 

following percutaneous stone removal. Stone sizes ranged from 0.5 to 1 cm. Both whole 

and fragmented stones were analyzed. 
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3.5 Analysis of Water Uptake in COM Stones by Soaking 

3.5.1 Design and Sample Preparation of Soaking Experiment 

Five whole and fragmented COM kidney stones were individually placed in pre-

weighed glass vials and kept under high vacuum for 24 h. After 24 h, the stones were 

weighed individually and their weight recorded. This is recorded as the stones’ “dry 

weight”. The stones were then fully immersed in 10 mL ddH2O in a capped glass vial for 

24 h at room temperature after which they were taken out of the glass vials, dabbed 

quickly using a Kimwipe to remove surface water and weighed immediately. This is 

recorded as the stones’ “wet weight”. The glass vials were then dried under vacuum and 

weighed to test for weight increase arising from stone erosion. No stone erosion was 

observed for COM kidney stones. After weighing the wet stones, they were kept in glass 

vials under vacuum for another 24 h and weighed again to ensure the weights returned to 

their original “dry weight”.  The result is shown as an average weight percent of five 

stones with standard error of the mean (SEM).  

3.5.2 Results of Water Uptake in COM Stones by Soaking 

COM kidney stones subjected to soaking in water for 24 h showed about 2 ± 0.5 

weight percent increase. When these results were observed, a more analytical approach to 

analyze water uptake was carried on two COM fragments using a humidity chamber. 

3.6 Analysis of Water Uptake Using Controlled Humidity  

3.6.1 Design and Sample Preparation for Humidity Chamber Experiments 

Fragments from two COM stones were cut from whole stones using a razor blade. 

The pieces from the two stones were weighed to be 11.5159 mg and 41.6254 mg, 
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respectively. Each piece was individually placed in a humidity chamber (Dynamic 

Vapour Sorption, Surface Measurement Systems Ltd, UK) at 37 °C and dry nitrogen was 

flushed through the chamber for an appropriate period of time (approximately 150 min 

for the sample analyzed in this study) until the weight of the fragment had equilibrated. 

After equilibration, the humidity in the chamber was increased to 95% in 10% 

increments, with a delay programmed between each increment until the weight of the 

stone stabilized to within 2 × 10–4 g. The instrument was programmed so that as soon as 

the sample attained a constant mass (within 0.0002 g) it increased the humidity for the 

next measurement. The time for this process to occur was very small and accounts for the 

lack of step-like features in the solid line observed in Figure 3.3. 

3.6.2 Results of Water Uptake in COM Stones by Humidity Chamber Experiment 

The ability of the stones to absorb water was first evaluated on pieces of two 

kidney stones using a controlled humidity chamber, which provided the incentive for 

more rigorous MRI experiments. After a small initial drop in mass due to the evaporation 

of trace water contained within and/or on the surfaces of the stones as a result of constant 

nitrogen flow, the weights of the stones stabilized. The magnitudes of increase in mass 

observed at 100 % humidity after 968 minutes (from 11.4750 to 11.7810 mg and 41.6254 

to 42.4626 mg), correlate to ~3 % increase in mass (Figure 3.3 and Appendix 2 for 

representative examples). These results were in agreement with those obtained from the 

soaking experiment. Since the major aim of the studies described in this Chapter is to 

examine where in COM stones absorbed fluid water is located and not to analytically 

compare how much water is being absorbed, no further stones were analyzed by this 

technique. 
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Figure 3.3. Change in mass of a piece of COM kidney stone (solid line) as the % humidity within a 

controlled humidity chamber is increased (broken line). 

3.7 Analysis of Water Uptake Using Magnetic Resonance Imaging  

3.7.1 COM Kidney Stones Sample Preparation for MRI Experiments 

Although COM kidney stones absorb a significant amount of water, 

understanding where the water localizes within the stone is perhaps more important. 

Fluid water localization with COM stones was monitored using MRI techniques96 on five 

of the whole and fragmented stone samples (Figure 3.4) and the same trend was observed 

for all of them. In these experiments, the addition of copper ions was necessary in order 

to decrease the T1 relaxation time of the bulk water, which reduces the delay required 

between successive scans and permits faster data acquisition. Glass wool was used to 

support the stones, preventing them from resting on the bottom of the vial allowing water 

to access all surfaces of the stone equally. Glass wool is particularly useful for this 

purpose because the fibres contain very little water and are thin enough to be almost 
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unobservable in the MRI images. In some samples, air bubbles were observed on the 

rough surfaces of the stones or fragments and on the glass wool fibres. These bubbles are 

a result of the air dissolved in the water and are detected because they introduce localized 

magnetic susceptibility changes at the water-air interfaces. Small artifacts (black 

hemispheres) from the radio-frequency (r.f.) pulses in the coils were also observed at the 

periphery of the vial, which was close to the coil. The brightest white pixels appearing at 

the very outer surface of the stones (see Figure 3.5d, for example) are ascribed to small 

air bubbles or water experiencing very fast relaxation caused by the presence of a copper 

salt deposit which forms on selected areas of the outer surfaces of the stones during the 

course of soaking. This deposit is seen as blue-green coloration on the stones in Figure 

3.4. 

 
Figure 3.4. a) COM kidney stones used for MRI studies. b) Typical sample preparation of kidney 

stone showing stone 1 resting on glass wool fibres in a vial containing an aqueous 
solution (0.01 M) of CuSO4. c) Cartoon showing orientation of the 1-mm thick 
horizontal slice of the stone that was imaged. d) Artistic rendering illustrating our 
model for a typical COM stone highlighting the shell and core. Stones 1 and 2 were 
intact during the imaging experiments and the piece that appears missing in the image 
of stone 2 was removed after these experiments. See text for further details. 
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3.7.2 Setup of MRI Experiments 

MRI studies were conducted using a Bruker Avance DRX360 NMR spectrometer 

equipped with microscopic imaging capabilities. The water signal was set at resonance 

(ca. 360.5 MHz) at 37 ºC to acquire the 1H images. Stones were placed on a small amount 

of loosely packed glass wool in glass vials containing 0.01 M aqueous CuSO4 (Figure 

3.4b) and the vials were capped to prevent evaporation. Typically, horizontal slices were 

imaged in the MRI experiments (Figure 3.4c), although vertical slices show the same 

trends as those discussed below. Gradient echo fast imaging (GEFI) was used to 

determine the optimal position of the three 1-mm thick orthogonal (one horizontal, two 

vertical) slices selected for the quantitative multi-echo (ME) imaging experiments within 

10–15 min of wetting the stones. Two millisecond sinc-3 pulses were used for both the 

excitation and refocusing pulses in the ME experiments. A total of 32 echoes were 

recorded for each slice with 4 scans averaged, the time between echoes (TE) set at 8.2 

ms, and a 2 s recovery time between scans (TR). The field of view was fixed at 20 mm × 

20 mm and a matrix size of 256 ×  256 was used, producing image voxel dimensions of 

0.078 × 0.078 × 1 mm (voxel volume = 0.006 mm3). The acquisition time for each image 

was 34 minutes and each of the three slices was acquired in series until the total soaking 

time exceeded 24 h. Images were calculated using only the first echo, summing the 

signals from all 32 echoes (intensity images), and by fitting the (exponential) decay of the 

echo train intensities for each pixel to create grayscale T2 images. Higher resolution 1H 

NMR images were also acquired for some stones after soaking for seven days at 37 ºC. 

The field of view was unchanged but the matrix size was increased to 512 ×  512, 

producing image voxel dimensions of 0.039 ×  0.039 ×  1 mm (voxel volume = 0.0015 
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mm3). The smaller voxel size resulted in correspondingly lower signal intensities so 20 

scans were averaged which increased the total acquisition time to 340 minutes per slice. 

3.7.3 Results and Images of MRI Experiments for Whole and Fragmented COM 
Stones  

MRI analysis on whole COM stones or fragments of stones illustrates that liquid 

water only penetrates the outer shell of the stone and not into the stone’s inner core. 

Representative grayscale images generated from the first echoes of the multi-echo MRI 

experiments for an intact kidney stone (stone 1) and a fragment cut from a previously 

intact stone (stone 5) are shown in Figure 3.5. In these images, the grayscale intensity of 

each pixel corresponds to the signal intensity from the water protons in the corresponding 

voxel. White pixels correspond to bulk or “liquid” water, black to no water (or very low 

amounts), and lighter gray pixels indicate regions having higher water content than the 

darker gray pixels. Only mobile or liquid water is detected in these images because 

strongly absorbed or immobile water molecules have broad NMR signals and low signal 

intensities. This is why the bound water inherent in the COM structure was not observed. 

Images calculated from the first echoes provided the most reliable direct detection of 

water within the stones because the signals have decayed the least amount due to T2 

relaxation. 
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Figure 3.5. Representative high-resolution 1H NMR (MRI) images acquired from a) an intact 

kidney stone (stone 1) after soaking in an aqueous CuSO4 solution at 37 ºC for 30 min, 
b) the same stone after soaking for 24 h, c) a fragment cut from an intact stone (stone 5) 
after soaking for 30 min, d) a fragment cut from the same stone after soaking for 24 h. 
The dark semicircles observed at the periphery of the images are artifacts from the r.f. 
coil pulses. See text for further details. 

The low-resolution, quantitative multi-echo (ME) imaging experiments (the 

gradient echo fast imaging (GEFI) used to locate the stones and determine the optimal 

position of the three 1-mm thick orthogonal (one horizontal, two vertical) slices for the 

high-resolution experiments) show that water penetrated the outermost “shell” layer of 

the stones within 10 minutes, but not the inner stone material. The high-resolution, multi-

echo images acquired on stone 1 at 37 ºC support these initial observations and clearly 

indicate that significant amounts of water were absorbed only in the outer shell material. 

A comparison of the first-echo images shows almost no change after soaking for 24 h 

(Figures 3a and 3b). No liquid water could be detected in the interior material of the stone 

even after soaking for 7 days. Based on the measured image voxel dimensions of 0.078 × 
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0.078 × 1 mm, corresponding to a voxel volume of 0.006 mm3, and an estimate that water 

could be detected at less than 20% intensity of full water-containing voxel, the smallest 

pore detected would have a volume of approximately 0.001 mm3 (1 nanolitre). Imaging 

experiments carried out at 22 ºC on another intact stone (stone 5 before cutting) showed 

the same result (see Appendix 2). Intensity and T2 images (not shown) confirmed these 

observations. 

It is important to note that although the width of the water-containing outer layer 

appears thicker on one side of the stone than the other (see Figure 3.5a, for example), this 

is not the case as verified by optical measurements. Inconsistencies of this type appear in 

NMR images whenever the outer shell layer is not completely perpendicular to the 

imaging plane. They appear because signals from the upper, mid- and lower regions 

within each 1-mm thick voxel are detected for an angled water-containing layer, which 

will yield intensity in a number of adjacent pixels, rather than a single pixel in the case 

where the shell is perpendicular to the imaging plane. 

3.7.4 MRI Results and Images of a COM Stone with Visible Voids 

Stone 1 has no visible cracks or breaks in its outer surface (Figure 3.4a) 

presumably making it difficult for water to directly travel into spaces between two non-

absorbing surfaces. On the contrary, our MRI observations show that COM stones are 

composed of a water-absorbing shell surrounding a non-absorbing core. The fact that the 

inner material of the stones do not readily uptake water is supported by directly exposing 

it to water by mechanically fracturing a stone (stone 5) and re-subjecting the pieces to the 

imaging experiments (Figure 3.5c and Figure 3.5d). In all cases, water was only detected 

in the outer shell material even after extended soaking. One of the stone fragments (stone 
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4) already had a number of indentations that penetrate into the core of the stone as shown 

in Figure 3.6, and MRI detected fluid water only within the outer shell and the (now 

water-filled) cavities. The thickness of the water-absorbing outer shell of the stones was 

measured to be 0.3 to 0.5 mm from the high-resolution MRI images, and was confirmed 

by calipers. We infer the bulk of the material in COM stones is not significantly water-

absorbing, and it appears unlikely that the shell and the core material are separated by a 

barrier impenetrable to water. 

 
Figure 3.6. a) Photograph of stone fragment 4 showing the cavities penetrating through the outer 

surface of the stone. b) High resolution 1H NMR image (vertical slice) acquired for the 
same fragment after 7 days soaking in an aqueous CuSO4 solution at 37 ºC clearly 
showing liquid water in the shell and cavities, but not in the core region. Air bubbles 
and glass wool are also seen in the image. 

3.8 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) & Energy Dispersion X-ray 
(EDX) Spectroscopy Analysis on Shell and Core of COM Stones 

 Pieces of stones were cut using a razor blade and imaged with an SEM (FEI 

Strata DB 235) at 10 keV to observe external morphology. After conducting the MRI 

experiments, the inner surfaces of the outer most layer of each COM stone was analyzed 

by energy dispersion X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The same procedure was applied to the 

inner most outer layer of pieces of the non-porous core of the stone after being chipped 
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off using a razor blade. Figure 3.7 shows a schematic representation of the inner layer of 

the shell and the outer layer the core of COM. 

 
Figure 3.7. Schematic illustration of COM inner layer of shell and outer layer of core used for 

SEM and X-ray experiments. 

SEM images of the inner surfaces of the shells and the outer surfaces of the cores 

of the COM stones subjected to MRI analysis were compared to the two surfaces of 

stones not exposed to the CuSO4 solution required for the MRI experiments and revealed 

little differences between the treated and untreated stones (Figure 3.8a vs Figure 3.8c and 

Figure 3.8b vs Figure 3.8d). However, SEM imaging does reveal that the shell and core 

surfaces for either treated or untreated stones have morphological differences with the 

outer surface of the core material having larger structural features (Figure 3.8a vs Figure 

3.8b and Figure 3.8c vs Figure 3.8d). EDX analysis did not reveal any difference between 

the materials at the two surfaces (see Appendix 2). 
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Figure 3.8. SEM images of a) the inner surface of the water-absorbing shell, b) the outer surface of 

the non-absorbing core of kidney stone 5, and c) the inner surface of the water-
absorbing shell, d) the outer surface of the non-absorbing core of another kidney stone 
that was not treated with CuSO4. 

These types of differences can be expected to result from a preferential growth 

process. We postulate that stones may go through one growth period where COM crystals 

are added in an orderly and homogenous fashion, and another growth period where COM 

crystals are less ordered. It is not likely that these differences are due to any leaching of 

the Ca2+ ions by the Cu2+ added as CuSO4 to the water used for the MRI imaging 

experiments since the morphology of the two surfaces are different even for stones that 

have not been exposed to CuSO4 (Figure 3.8c and Figure 3.8d). There is a small amount 

of nitrogen observed in both the inner surface of the outer shell and the outer surface of 

the core, which may be due to the presence of proteins, and some reports indicate that 

protein may play a role in the adhesion and nucleation of COM crystals.82 Alternatively, 

the nitrogen peak may also represent the presence of uric acid. 
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3.9 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Analysis of COM Kidney Stones 

3.9.1 Preparation of COM Shells and Cores for XRD Experiments 

Water-absorbing outer shells of COM stones were separated from non-absorbing 

inner ones using forceps and their thicknesses were measured using calipers. X-ray 

diffraction studies for each layer (the inner surface of the outer shell and the outer surface 

of the core) as well as for the powdered samples of an entire stone were carried out at 

room temperature using the reflection mode on a Rigaku RAXIS rapid curved image 

plate detector with graphite monochromator, utilizing a Cu Kα radiation source, a 0.5 mm 

collimator and 25-minute exposure (see Appendix 2 for XRD data). The reflected X-ray 

beam was measured from 5 to 100 degrees at 0.02 steps and 2 seconds per step. 

Commercially obtained COM crystals (Fisher Scientific) were mounted on a glass-slide 

(1 cm × 1 cm) and analyzed on the X-Ray instrument under similar conditions. Powdered 

core and shell material diffraction patterns were run on the Bruker D8 Advance X-ray 

diffractometer utilizing a Cu Kα radiation source, a 0.2 mm collimator, 0.02 step size and 

run for 10 h. 

When the shell and core materials were powdered and analyzed, similar 

diffraction patterns to crystalline COM were recorded (Figure 3.9d and Figure 3.9e as 

well as Appendix 2). However, when the identities of the crystalline components 

localized at the surfaces of the two materials (the inner surface of the stone shell and the 

outer surface of the stone core) were probed, significant differences between the patterns 

were observed as shown in Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.9b. The water-absorbing outer 

shell’s surface has a diffraction pattern similar to that of crystalline COM and also 

matched that for COM found in the PDF-4 database (International Centre for Diffraction 
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Data reference number 00-013-0601). On the other hand, the XRD pattern for the 

material localized on the outer surface of the non-absorbing stone core did not match the 

pattern for COM nor other well-known crystalline materials found in urine. 

The fact that the XRD patterns recorded when a whole COM stone and five 

samples of core and shell material were powdered and analyzed are similar to the pattern 

for crystalline COM indicates that the bulk of the calcium oxalate monohydrate material 

exists in its well-known crystalline form.95 It also implies that there is a thin layer 

covering the non-absorbing core material, as observed by the XRD data (Figure 3.9), but 

this layer is not responsible for the non-absorbing nature of the inner material, because no 

fluid water was observed by MRI within the non-absorbing layer of COM when it was 

directly exposed to water in a fractured stone (Figure 3.5c). The XRD pattern recorded 

for the non-absorbing core material does not match that of any components typically 

found in COM stones such as hydroxyapatite, brushite, uric acid or calcium oxalate 

dihydrate. The identity of this crystalline material has yet to be determined. When the 

water absorbing and non-absorbing layers were powdered and analyzed, the XRD 

patterns observed for both layers were similar to crystalline COM (Figure 3.9). It is 

inferred that the bulk of the material is similar in both layers, and hence, water’s inability 

to penetrate the stone’s core is an intrinsic property of the core material.  We also infer 

that the outer shell may represent crystals most recently added to the “growing” stone that 

has yet to fully exclude water if given more time to “mature”. 
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Figure 3.9. X-ray diffraction pattern of a) the inner surface of the water-absorbing shell of stone 3, 

b) the outer surface of the non-absorbing core of stone 3, c) commercially available 
COM crystals, d) a powdered sample of the water-absorbing shell material of stone 4 
and e) a powdered sample of the non-absorbing core material of stone 4. The patterns 
shown in (d) and (e) are representative of five samples of each stone material. 
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3.10 Proposed Mechanism of COM Kidney Stone Growth 

These observations support the growth mechanism where the COM stones grow 

in layers based on the binding of small crystals to the stone’s surface. Growth continues 

as long as the urine is supersaturated with calcium and oxalate ions. When 

supersaturation decreases, crystal growth is halted and instead, a fine layer of 

biomolecules such as proteins, lipids or polysaccharides may coat the stone.42, 52, 97 This 

deposition could explain the difference in XRD patterns between the inner surface of the 

water-absorbing shell and the outer surface of the non-absorbing core. Several studies 

indicate that proteins such as osteopontin and prothrombin fragment 1 (PTF-1) strongly 

associate with calcium oxalate crystals.81, 98 When another episode of calcium oxalate 

supersaturation occurs, this newly formed layer of lipid or protein coating may act as a 

nidus attracting new COM crystallites to adhere and grow. Altered membrane lipids 

promote face selective nucleation and retention of calcium oxalate crystals.79, 99 It may be 

possible that the water-absorbing shell consists of these newly formed COM crystals (as 

their identity was confirmed by XRD, Figure 3.9), whereas the non-absorbing core is the 

fully developed crystal aggregate with a protein or lipid coating.  

It is important to note that the observations made in this Chapter support findings 

in Chapter 2 about COM kidney stone growth (Sections 2.12.1 and 2.12.2). It was 

proposed that COM crystals grow on “channels” of COM crystals covered with an 

organic layer. This suggests that water can flow through pores found near newly formed 

crystals as they are not yet fully grown and closely packed (see Figure 2.18 and Figure 

2.19 in Chapter 2). When the crystals closely pack together and are covered by organic 

layers they become impermeable to water. This is indeed in agreement with the MRI and 
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XRD observations made in this Chapter. Further study is required to determine whether 

the water-absorbing shell material would eventually convert into the non-absorbing core 

material if the COM kidney stone were left longer in the patient. 

3.11 Conclusions 

This study is the first instance where the access of water within COM kidney 

stones has been examined. The findings described in this Chapter indicate that COM 

kidney stones are composed of a non-absorbing, water-impermeable core material 

wrapped with an outer shell that is permeable to water. These results suggest that the 

inconsistency observed in the treatment of COM stones using SWL theoretically may be 

due to the inability of water to penetrate deeply into the stone, reducing cavitation 

bubbles and stone fragmentation. Further investigation into the nature of the porous and 

non-porous material would enhance the understanding of stone behaviour and provide 

guidelines to develop new non-invasive surgical strategies. Comparison to other stone 

compositions would also be important and will be the focus of future studies. 
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4: MODULATING NUCLEATION AND GROWTH OF 
CALCIUM OXALATE CRYSTALS USING THE BLADDER 
THERAPEUTIC PENTOSAN POLYSULFATE 

4.1 Introduction 

Crystalline calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) is the most common material 

that makes up the bulk of kidney stones and any method to inhibit nucleation and growth 

of these crystals would offer significant clinical advantages. This inhibition is 

occasionally provided by naturally occurring compounds found in human urine such as 

citrate100-102 and glycosaminoglycans (GAGS).103 Stone formers with hypocitraturia are 

often treated prophylactically with oral citrate therapy.100, 104 Oral potassium citrate is 

well tolerated, but only 40% of stone formers have hypocitraturia,105 implying the 

potential benefit of a therapy that would reduce nucleation and growth of calcium oxalate 

stones in other patients.  

Anionic polymers have been demonstrated to prevent COM nucleation and 

aggregation in vitro, and they have been shown to favour the formation of calcium 

oxalate dihydrate (COD) over COM.39, 70, 81, 83, 106 Heparin (Figure 4.1), clinically used as 

an anticoagulant, and heparan sulfate (HS) are anionic polysaccharides, and are also 

known as GAGS. Many reports have demonstrated the protective role of GAGS against 

calcium oxalate crystal aggregation, as well crystal adhesion to renal epithelial cells.107-

111   
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Figure 4.1.  Molecular structure of heparin (top) and pentosan polysulfate sodium (bottom). 

Elmiron® (pentosan polysulfate) (Figure 4.1) is a synthetic polysaccharide with 

an average molecular weight of 4,000 to 6,000 Daltons. It is indicated as an oral 

treatment for interstitial cystitis.112 After an oral treatment of 250 mg per day, 

approximately 3% of the drug is excreted unchanged in urine,113, 114 although some 

studies report up to a 10% excretion with an oral dose of 400 mg per day.115 A 3% to 

10% excretion corresponds to about 6-27 µg/mL (assuming a total urine volume of 1.5 

L).  

Sodium pentosan polysulfate has a molecular structure that is similar to heparin 

(Figure 4.1). Therefore, several reports describe its effects on calcium oxalate 

crystallization, growth and adsorption to renal epithelial cells. Sodium pentosan 

polysulfate has been shown to inhibit calcium oxalate crystal growth in vitro with an 80% 

efficiency compared to heparin.116 Moreover, it also demonstrated its ability to: 1) inhibit 
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COM crystal adherence to BSC-1 epithelial cells in vitro at a concentration of 0.33 

µM,110 2) bind to the surfaces of COM crystals as suggested by Langmuir adsorption 

isothermal measurements,117 3) hinder calcium oxalate crystal growth and agglomeration 

as suggested by zeta potential measurements,113, 114 and 4) be most effective at 

physiological pH.118 Infrared (IR) spectroscopy demonstrated increased COD/COM ratio 

in whole urine in the presence of pentosan polysulfate.119 Physiologically, in vivo 

administration of pentosan polysulfate lowered calcium and phosphorous levels and 

restored acid phosphatase, Na+, K+-ATPase and Ca2+-ATPAse levels in kidneys of stone 

forming animals compared to that of control.120 These observations prompted further 

investigations of the effects of pentosan polysulfate on preventing stone recurrences in 

clinical trials. 

Administration of pentosan polysulfate to eight patients at an oral dose of 400 mg 

per day for three weeks showed an increase in the inhibition of calcium oxalate crystal 

growth in six of the eight patients.115 Another report indicates that patients who were 

given pentosan polysulfate orally at a dose of 400 mg per day and monitored for 12 

months experienced decreased stone size and pain in passing the stones.121 The authors 

conclude that the drug may be a potent inhibitor of calcium oxalate crystal growth. A 

more rigorous study monitored patients for three years while receiving pentosan 

polysulfate orally at a dose of 400 mg per day. The study revealed that while pentosan 

polysulfate did not significantly decrease the number of stone episodes experienced by 

patients, those taking the drug experienced decreased stone size and less discomfort when 

discharging the stones.122  
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4.2 Study and Justification 

Reports that studied the effects of anionic polymers on calcium oxalate 

crsytallization and aggregation do not describe the early stage nucleation. Most of them 

use a seeded crystal approach, and hence, are not able to monitor the formation of 

crystals in a supersaturated solution. Moreover, the technology available in 4D LABS 

allows monitoring early stage growth more closely. Pentosan polysulfate was chosen as 

the polyanion because it is a therapeutic agent that reaches the kidney. It was generously 

donated by Ortho-McNeil Pharmaceuticals. The novelty of the work in this Chapter lies 

in the close investigation of the effects of pentosan polysulfate extracted from Elmiron® 

capsules on early stage COM nucleation and growth, and on later stage calcium oxalate 

aggregation using a dynamic light-scattering particle size analyzer (Nano Zetasizer), 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) coupled with energy dispersion X-Ray 

spectroscopy (EDX) and Infrared (IR) spectroscopy. The Nano Zetasizer (Nano ZS) can 

measure particle sizes ranging from 0.6 nm to 6 µm using light back-scattering 

technology. Such technology was not available a decade ago and is helpful to examine 

the role of pentosan polysulfate on the nucleation of calcium oxalate crystals. Although 

IR spectroscopy has been used to examine the ratio of COD/COM in the presence of 

pentosan polysulfate,119 the technique is employed in the current work to investigate the 

ionic interaction between the drug and calcium oxalate. As will be discussed, the particle 

size analyzer results about the effects of the pentosan extract on calcium oxalate 

crystallization are inconclusive due to statistical variability; however, SEM data suggest 

that the extract may have an effect at reducing the size of COM crystals and appears to 
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bias the growth process of COM to induce the formation of its kinetic pseudopolymorph, 

COD.  

4.3 Preparation of Pentosan Polysulfate 

Pentosan polysulfate was extracted from Elmiron® capsules (Ortho-McNeil 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc) following a reported procedure with slight modification.123 The 

combined powder obtained from 5 Elmiron® capsules was stirred for 60 min at room 

temperature with 50 mL Millipore water. This procedure was applied to 25 more capsules 

to yield a total of 6 samples in 6 separate Erlenmeyer flasks. Each sample was vacuum 

filtered to remove any water insoluble material and the water-soluble components were 

recovered by lyophilizing the aqueous filtrates to dryness (approximately 72 h). The solid 

residue from each pool of 5 capsules was weighed, stored at room temperature in a 

separate vial and is referred to as ‘PPS’ in this Thesis.  

The average weight of the water-soluble components extracted from each set of 5 

Elmiron® capsules was 0.449 ± 0.023 g after isolation by lyophylization. It was assumed 

that, due to the highly anionic and hydrophilic nature of pentosan polysulfate, the 

majority of water-soluble component is the active drug. Moreover, the IR spectrum of the 

extracts (PPS) was very similar to that reported for pure pentosan polysulfate (Appendix 

3).124 

When required, the solid harvested from each set of 5 capsules was dissolved in 

Millipore water to yield the desired concentrations just prior to conducting each 

experiment, unless otherwise stated. All experiments, unless otherwise indicated, were 
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conducted three or four times (n = 3–4) using at least 3 of the harvested samples giving a 

total of 9 to 18 experimental repetitions. 

4.4 Early-Stage Nucleation and Growth of Calcium Oxalate Crystals 
With and Without PPS 

4.4.1 Particle Size Analyzer 

Dynamic light scattering technology of the PSA measures Brownian movement, 

which is the movement of particles due to random collision with the molecules of the 

liquid that surrounds the particle. Smaller particles will move faster than larger ones. The 

size of a particle of radius R can be calculated as defined by the Stokes-Einstein equation: 

€ 

D =
kBT
6πηR

   (4.1) 

where D is the diffusion constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and 

η is the viscosity of the solution. As the particles move in a solution, the intensity of the 

scattered light will fluctuate. The PSA measures the rate of intensity fluctuation and then 

uses this to calculate the size of the particles.125 If more than one size of particles are 

present, the PSA will measure the intensity of light scattered by each size of particles and 

display their size accordingly. Therefore, the instrument detects the sizes of all particles 

present in a sample and expresses them as a function of intensity. For the studies 

conducted in this Chapter, the instrument detected three different intensity peaks at times, 

representing three different populations of particles with three different sizes.  

When several populations with different sizes exist in a sample, as is the case in 

the experiments described in this Chapter, the PSA can convert the intensity of all 

particles into a number distribution. A number distribution displays the size of the 
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dominating population of particles within a sample as a number percent of all samples 

present. For example, if a sample contains a mixture of particles A with a size of 60 nm 

and a 70% composition by mass, and B with a size of 200 nm and a 30% composition by 

mass, then two intensity peaks will be detected by the PSA with particles B possibly 

having a higher intensity than A because they are larger in size. However, when the 

instrument converts the intensity into a number distribution, the most abundant 

population of particles, which in this example is A, will be displayed with a size of 

approximately 60 nm. It is important to note that there are four assumptions made by the 

PSA as it converts intensity distributions into a number distribution: a) all particles are 

spherical; b) all particles have a homogeneous and equivalent density; c) the optical 

properties of the particles are known (i.e. the refractive index); and d) there is no error in 

the intensity distribution.125 Another important note is that the percentages of intensity 

and number distributions generated by the instrument are calculated by the area under the 

curves of the peaks (i.e. area intensity percent, which represent the range of sizes that 

exist within the same population of particles), or the mean value of the data points 

constituting the curve (i.e. the peak of the curve, which represent the average value of the 

size of populations).  

When plotting the graphs in this Chapter, the peaks of the curves were considered 

because they represent the average size of a population of particles, and more accurately 

depict the size of the particles present. The number distribution is plotted to show the 

overall dominant size of crystals in the presence and absence of PPS. In addition, the 

intensities of the scattered light by each of the three sizes detected by the PSA are also 

graphed. Significant statistical variability was observed when repeating the experiments, 
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which made it difficult to have conclusive evidence of the effects of PPS on calcium 

oxalate crystallization given the conditions described in this Chapter. 

4.4.2 Effects of PPS on COM Crystallization  

Particle size analysis studies were performed to monitor the nucleation of calcium 

oxalate nanocrystals and their development into microstructures in the presence and 

absence of PPS. Calcium chloride and sodium oxalate were mixed with an ionic buffer in 

a cuvette in the presence or absence of PPS. The mixture in the cuvettes was then 

immediately placed in the PSA, which was programmed to take forty measurements, or 

40 runs, that were approximately 7.5 min to 8 min apart, at 25 ºC. Times were rounded up 

to 8 min when graphing. During each run, the instrument measured the size of the 

particles/crystals present.  

Initially, as the nanocrystals are developing, the instrument detected only one size, 

and hence, one peak was displayed (refer to Table 6.1 in Appendix 3 for example). As 

time elapses, a second and sometimes a third peak was displayed indicating the presence 

of particles with more than one size. The latter two peaks displayed smaller or larger 

sizes, possibly indicating crystal nucleation, growth, aggregation, or a combination of all 

of three events. Those two latter peaks are not always present possibly because the 

crystals at times might dissociate, where smaller ones disappear to promote the growth of 

larger ones, or maybe because larger crystals can sediment, and hence, are not detected 

by the instrument.  

The relative percentage of area intensity of the three different readings is also 

displayed indicating the approximate percentage of scattered light due to each size 
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present. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show representative examples of the intensity peak 

area distributions as histograms and a frequency curves for both samples with and 

without PPS (2.5 mg/mL) at 216 min. In Figure 4.2, the mean peak intensities, defined as 

the average value of the peak, for peaks 1, 2 and 3 are 113.3 nm, 464.9 nm and 5415 nm, 

respectively. The mean peak intensities for a sample with PPS are 15.73 nm, 356.9 nm 

and 5469 nm, respectively (Figure 4.3). It is important to note that in this Chapter, the 

peaks are labelled 1, 2 or 3 as they appear on the graph from left-to-right. Thus, for the 

graphs in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, peak 1 is at around 100 nm and 20 nm, respectively, 

followed by peaks 2 and 3.  

If the three peaks are measured in terms of the most abundant population of 

particles present (i.e. number distribution as described above), then the graphs in Figure 

4.2c and Figure 4.3c are generated. As can be observed, although the second peaks in 

Figure 4.2b and Figure 4.3b are the most intense, the first peaks have the largest number 

of particles present, which gives the graphs in Figure 4.2c and Figure 4.3c. In another 

words, although in samples without PPS (Figure 4.2) or with PPS (Figure 4.3) there are 

three intensities peaks present, the major size of the populations present are significantly 

different at the indicated time point, as reflected by the number distribution. It is 

interesting to note that in almost all cases, as in both of the cases shown in Figure 4.2 and 

Figure 4.3, the smaller particles were usually the most abundant. The reason for that may 

be due to the sedimentation of larger crystals. The density of COM is 2.2 g/mL, and 

hence, the crystals will not remain suspended in the solution but rather settle at the 

bottom of the cuvette. Thus, the nucleating particles should always be the most dispersed 

and abundant ones in the solution, and hence, they should have the highest number 
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distribution. For the experiments conducted in this Chapter, the conclusions of the effects 

of PPS on calcium oxalate crystallization and aggregation are based on the trends 

observed for peaks 1, 2 and 3 for both samples with and without PPS.  

 

Figure 4.2 Representative of peak area intensities generated for COM at 216 min as (a) a 
histogram or (b) a frequency curve. (c) Number distribution of the most abundant 
particle size. 
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Figure 4.3 Representative of peak area intensities generated for PPS (2.5 mg/mL) at 216 min as (a) 
a histogram or (b) a frequency curve. (c) Number distribution of the most abundant 
particle size. 
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The number distribution of samples with and without PPS are shown in Figure 

4.4. This figure indicates the size of the most abundant number of particles (small, 

medium or large) at a given measurement, or run, which can give the broad view of the 

dominating size present in solutions in the presence and absence of PPS.  

For samples not treated with PPS, a solution of COM growth in the absence of 

PPS, the most abundant size of particles present initially is very small (almost 0), 

suggesting that most of the particles have not grown yet. By the third run, which occurs at 

24 min from the time of the first measurement (since the runs are measured 

approximately 8 min apart), the peak for particles of around 50 nm becomes the most 

abundant. This suggests that the growth of most COM crystals occurs between 16 to 24 

min. The size of particles then gradually increases but remains relatively constant, within 

error, after the fifth run (i.e. at about 45 min).  

In the presence of PPS, not a significant effect on the size of the most abundant 

particles can be observed with 0.1 mg/mL. However, in the presence of 1 and 2.5 mg/mL 

of PPS, the size of most particles appears to be decreased by the drug. It is interesting to 

note that the most dominating size of particles does not start from 0, but rather remains 

constant at around 25 nm through out the run. This may suggest that PPS at 1 and 2.5 

mg/mL induces the nucleation of calcium oxalate crystals faster than CON, however, 

throughout the run, it prevents the growth of larger particles, as most of the particles 

present at every run after the fifth one are smaller than CON.  

To monitor the effects of PPS on small, newly formed crystals, and growing or 

aggregating ones, data from the intensity graphs, and not number distribution ones, 

containing peaks 1, 2 and 3 were plotted (Figure 4.5).  
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Figure 4.4 Particle size analysis data showing the number distribution (i.e. the most abundant size 
at a given time) for calcium oxalate crystals growing in solutions containing only CaCl2, 
Na2C2O4 (CON) or with varying amounts of PPS in mg/mL. Error bars are presented 
as SEM. The n number refers to the number of times the experiment was repeated. 

Solutions with or without PPS were examined on the PSA, where 40 runs were 

made on each sample as described earlier. Each experiment was repeated several times as 

indicated in the figures. Each run generated the size of all the particles present in the 

solution as an intensity peak. For some of the runs, the most intense peak (i.e. the size of 

particles with the largest scattering of light) was the smallest one, while for others it was 

the second or third peaks. To systematically monitor the size of particles from small to 

large, these values were re-arranged such that peaks 1, 2 and 3 were the smallest to 

largest in size (for an example of this arrangement refer to Table 6.1 in Appendix 3). For 

each group (i.e. without PPS, or with PPS at different concentrations) values for each 

peak at a given run were averaged and the standard error of mean (SEM) was tabulated. 

Thus, each point represents the average mean peak intensity for each of the peaks at the 

indicated times. This means that all three populations of particles are present, and each 
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population is individually plotted to compare the effects of PPS on calcium oxalate 

crystallization. This methodology allows for direct comparison of sizes between different 

experiments and allows for monitoring the systematic increase in particle size over time. 

The same procedure was applied to all PSA data presented in this Chapter to keep it 

systematic and to be able to compare results of samples with and without PPS. 
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Figure 4.5 Particle size analysis data showing the average mean intensities for (A) peak 1, (B) peak 
2 and (C) peak 3, for calcium oxalate crystals growing in solutions containing only 
CaCl2, Na2C2O4 (CON) or with varying amounts of PPS in mg/mL. Error bars are 
presented as SEM. The n number refers to the number of times the experiment was 
repeated. 

Figure 4.5 shows that COM crystals appear to grow between 16 and 24 min, as 

PSA did not detect a noticeable size before that time. As for the Elmiron® extract, it does 
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not seem to have an effect on the nucleation of calcium oxalate crystals since there are no 

significant differences between solutions treated with PPS and those not treated the drug 

during the first 100 min when examining the data from the first peak (i.e. the smallest 

size of particles present) (Figure 4.5a). However, when monitoring the largest size of 

particles present (i.e. peak 3, Figure 4.5c), the trend observed for PPS at 1 mg/mL and 2.5 

mg/mL suggests that the drug appears to decrease the size of particles after about the first 

100 min. In other words, COM crystals appear to grow larger in the absence of PPS. For 

the second peak, PPS does not appear to have an effect on those crystals either (Figure 

4.5b).  

The greatest effect on calcium oxalate crystallization was observed for 1 mg/mL 

and 2.5 mg/mL PPS, which support previous studies that demonstrated PPS at this 

concentration prevents calcium oxalate crystal aggregation.114 This effect is maintained 

up to 25 mg/mL (Appendix 3). Although PPS is a highly anionic polymer, and increasing 

the ionic strength of the solution can promote calcium oxalate crystal aggregation,126, 127 

it appears that up to 25 mg/mL the polysaccharide still maintains its ability to reduce 

larger crystal sizes as observed in peak 3. Subsequent experiments were carried out at a 

PPS concentration of 2.5 mg/mL. 

4.4.3 Monitoring the Effects of PPS on COM at Closer Time Points 

To observe the effect of PPS on calcium oxalate more closely during the first 200 

min, growth experiments were repeated focusing on that time frame by collecting more 

data points as described in the Experimental section. The same setup described for the 

experiments above was used, except that the PSA was programmed to collect data points 

approximately every 4 min instead of every 8 min. 
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 Figure 4.6 shows the number distribution observed for solutions without and with 

PPS at 0.1, 1 and 2.5 mg/mL. COM crystals appear to grow after the first 8 min, earlier 

than what was observed in Figure 4.4. Moreover, the trend observed here for PPS is also 

different from that observed in Figure 4.4. Here, only at 2.5 mg/mL does PPS appear to 

have an effect on calcium oxalate crystal size. In addition, the size of the crystals appears 

to be smaller in the presence of 2.5 mg/mL of PPS than observed earlier. The size of 

crystals in Figure 4.4 appears to be around 25 nm, whereas here it is around 2 nm.  

 

Figure 4.6. Particle size analysis number distribution data zooming in on the first 4 hours of 
calcium oxalate crystals-growing solutions containing only CaCl2, Na2C2O4 (CON) or 
with varying amounts of PPS in mg/mL. Error bars are presented as SEM. The n 
number refers to the number of times the experiment was repeated. 

When monitoring the mean intensity of the three peaks, PPS appears to reduce the 

size of smaller crystallites (peak 1), but does not have an effect on larger particles. This is 

in contrast to what was observed in Figure 4.5. Moreover, the data collected for this set of 

experiments was more variable, as can be seen from the statistical variation observed for 

these data points. The reason for this variation will be discussed later. 
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Figure 4.7 Particle size analysis data zooming on the effects of PPS on calcium oxalate 
crystallization, showing the average mean intensities for (A) peak 1, (B) peak 2 and (C) 
peak 3, for calcium oxalate crystals growing in solutions containing only CaCl2, 
Na2C2O4 (CON) or with varying amounts of PPS in mg/mL. Error bars are presented 
as SEM. The n number refers to the number of times the experiment was repeated. 
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4.4.4 The Need for a Polymeric Anionic Molecule 

It was suggested in earlier reports that only polymeric anionic molecules affect 

the crystallization of COM.70, 83 To examine the requirement for a polymeric PPS on 

calcium oxalate crystallization, D-glusaminoglycan 2-sulfate sodium (DGS) at a final 

concentration of 17 µM was added to the solution instead of PPS. PPS was assumed to 

have an average molecular weight of 5,000 g/mol (1 dalton = 1 g/mol), with each repeat 

unit having a molecular weight of 290 g/mol, giving 17 monomers. Given two sulfates 

per monomer of PPS, then the sulfate concentration at 2.5 mg/mL is 8.5 µM. Therefore, 

DGS with one sulfate group was added at a concentration of 17 µM. DGS with sulfate 

concentrations similar to PPS does not appear to have an effect on calcium oxalate 

nucleation or growth (Figure 4.8). This data is in agreement with earlier reports. 
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Figure 4.8. Particle size analysis data showing the average mean intensities for (A) peak 1, (B) peak 

2 and (C) peak 3, for calcium oxalate crystals growing in solutions containing only 
CaCl2, Na2C2O4 (CON) or with DGS at 17 µM. Error bars are presented as SEM. The n 
number refers to the number of times the experiment was repeated. 
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4.5 Effects of Aging of PPS on Calcium Oxalate Crystallization 

Since PPS is a polysaccharide, it is possible that it undergoes degradation if left in 

solution for few days. This may be important if new solution formulations of Elmiron® 

are to be prepared. To test this hypothesis, results from the particle size analysis of a 

freshly prepared solution (2.5 mg/mL) of PPS was compared to one that has been stored 

for 7 days, and one that was treated with sodium azide (40 mM, Sigma) to prevent 

bacterial growth and then stored for 7 days. The final concentration of sodium azide at 

the time of the PSA analysis was 10 mM. Each of these three solutions was subjected to 

the general crystal growth protocol as described in Section 4.3.1 and analyzed over time 

using the PSA instrument. Another sample was prepared as a control to evaluate sodium 

azide’s effects on COM crystallization in the absence of PPS. Azide without PPS did not 

significantly affect COM crystal growth. 

The results of the PSA growth experiments for peaks 1, 2 and 3 are presented in 

Figure 4.9. Considering the statistical variation, the data suggests no difference on 

calcium oxalate crystallization between freshly prepared and aged PPS. Sterile PPS 

appears to decrease particle size at peaks 1 and 3, suggesting that it may affect smaller 

and larger size crystallites.  
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Figure 4.9. Particle size analysis data for (A) peak 1, (B) peak 2, and (C) peak 3 for solutions of 
CaCl2 and Na2C2O4 containing no PPS (CON), newly prepared PPS (Fresh), 1-weak old 
PPS (Aged), and 1-weak old PPS containing 10 mM sodium azide (Sterile). The 
concentration of PPS in all cases was 2.5 mg/mL. Error bars are presented as SEM. 
The n number refers to the number of times the experiment was repeated. 
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Figure 4.5 suggests that PPS at 2.5 mg/mL reduces the size of larger calcium 

oxalate crystals (peak 3), while Figure 4.7 shows that PPS at the same concentration 

inhibits the growth of smaller calcium oxalate crystals (peak 1). Figure 4.9 combines both 

and shows that PPS at 2.5 mg/mL affects smaller and larger calcium oxalate particles 

(peaks 1 and 3). All the data suggest that PPS appear to have an effect on reducing the 

size of calcium oxalate crystals at some point in the given conditions; however, it is not 

clear what the effect may be, and the results seem to be inconclusive. 

4.6 Imaging of Calcium Oxalate Crystals by Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersion X-Ray Spectroscopy 
(EDX) 

4.6.1 COM Crystals Sample Preparation 

To visually monitor calcium oxalate crystal growth in the presence and absence of 

PPS, we employed SEM coupled with EDX. Samples were prepared by oven drying, 

vacuum drying or filtering. The oven and vacuum drying techniques allowed us to 

observe nanocrystals that would otherwise pass through the filter. Eight calcium oxalate 

crystallization solutions were prepared for each method (16 in total) in 2 mL cuvettes as 

described in Section 4.9.4. Four of each of these solutions contained PPS at a 

concentration of 2.5 mg/mL to test its effects on calcium oxalate nucleation and growth. 

The remaining four solutions contained buffered water instead of PPS. All sixteen 

cuvettes were stored undisturbed at room temperature to induce nucleation and growth of 

calcium oxalate crystals. After 1, 10, 30 and 120 min of crystallization, a 20 µL aliquot 

amount of each solution was withdrawn and either filtered on an alumina filter with pore 

size of 0.2 µm or was placed on 0.5 × 0.5 cm silica wafers. The filtered crystals were 
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allowed to dry for approximately 30 min, and after drying, the crystals were gold coated 

to minimize charging from the SEM. Silica wafers containing the 20 µL aliquots were 

placed in an oven at 70 ºC for approximately 30 s to dry. After drying, the wafers were 

rinsed with Millipore water to dissolve NaCl crystals, and then left to air dry. Samples 

were stored in anhydrous conditions until they could be imaged with a FEI scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) operating at 10 keV. The elemental composition of the nano- 

and microcrystals observed for each sample was determined by energy dispersion X-Ray 

spectroscopy (EDX) using the same instrument. In a separate experiment, four calcium 

oxalate crystallization solutions were prepared in cuvettes, two containing PPS (2.5 

mg/mL) and two without any additive. At 1 and 10 min, an aliquot was drawn from each 

solution and placed on a silicon wafer that was then put under vacuum for 24 h. After 

drying under vacuum, silicon wafers were then imaged with SEM under similar 

conditions. 

4.6.2 SEM Images of COM Crystals Prepared by Oven Drying 

Calcium oxalate crystals formed within 1, 10 and 30 min by the oven drying 

technique appear to be larger in the absence of PPS than in its presence (Figure 4.10). 

This is in agreement with what observed in the PSA in that PPS appears to reduce the 

size of calcium oxalate crystals. However, a significant size of crystals is observed at 1 

min, which is not in agreement with what was observed with PSA. It may be possible that 

the high temperature of 70 ºC used to dry the samples caused the formation of these 

crystals, and hence, they may not be a true representation of what happens in solution at 

25 ºC. Isolating the crystals by filtration may give more accurate representation of what 

happens in solution. 
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At 120 min, calcium oxalate and sodium chloride crystal aggregates are observed 

in both PPS and CON samples (Figure 4.10D and Figure 4.10H).  

 

 
Figure 4.10. SEM images of calcium oxalate crystals prepared by oven drying. The upper row shows 

crystals grown in the absence of PPS, while the lower row shows crystals grown in the 
presence of PPS (2.5 mg/mL). All images shown are at similar magnifications except for 
insets (a) and (b), which show magnified images of crystals in A and E, respectively. 
Scale bar in A to H equals to 10 µm and in insets a and b 2 µm. 

4.6.3 SEM Images of COM Crystals Prepared by Filtration 

At the micro-scale, SEM images of filtered crystals illustrate that within the first 

10 minutes, both monohydrate (COM, known by its characteristic hexagonal or twinned 

crystal morphology, indicated by orange arrows) and dihydrate (COD, identified by its 

tetrahedral or pyramidal crystal structure, white arrows) forms of calcium oxalate crystals 

appear in the solution without PPS (Figure 4.11A). In the presence of PPS, however, only 

COD crystals were observed (Figure 4.11C). In addition, the size of crystals in the 

absence of PPS was much greater compared to solutions treated with PPS (Figure 4.11A 

without PPS vs Figure 4.11E with PPS). Moreover, significant COM crystal aggregation 
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is seen in solutions not containing PPS (Figure 4.11B) where as no crystal aggregation 

was observed in the presence of PPS. More pertinent may be the fact that PPS appears to 

favour the formation of COD crystals over COM (Figure 4.11 insets (a) and (e). In 

addition, it was observed that some crystals appear to be deformed in the presence of PPS 

(Figure 4.11 F-H). 

 
Figure 4.11. SEM images taken of filtered and gold coated crystals from aqueous buffered solutions 

of CaCl, Na2C2O4 and water (CON) or PPS (2.5 mg/mL) at the indicated times of 
crystal growth. The identity of crystals was confirmed with EDX. Calcium oxalate 
monohydrate (COM) crystals are highlighted by orange arrows. Calcium oxalate 
dihydrate (COD) crystals are highlighted by white arrows. Insets: (a) magnification of 
crystal aggregates shown in B, (b) COD crystal identified by its tetragonal morphology, 
(c) COM crystal with its growth inhibited, possibly due to PPS, (d) deformed calcium 
oxalate crystal, (e) COD crystal. Scale bar in A, and C to H equals to 10 µm, B 20 µm, 
and in insets a, b, c and d 2 µm, but inset d 1 µm. 

The identity of these deformed crystals was confirmed to be calcium oxalate by 

EDX, which showed the presence of Ca, C, and an O peaks (Figure 4.12). The images 

also show that PPS has an effect on the early stages of crystal growth as already observed 

in the PSA experiments. Although it is not clear from this data whether these donut-

shaped crystals are COM or COD, however, such a shape was observed in earlier studies 
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involving poly-L-aspartic acid where the authors used confocal microscopy to conclude 

that the crystal involved is COM.128 

 
 Figure 4.12. EDX of deformed calcium oxalate crystals with (A) and without (B) Au. Au was used to 

sputter the filtered crystals to enhance scanning electron imaging. Note the C, O and 
Ca peaks indicate the presence of calcium oxalate. 

It should be noted that size of the filter used here is 0.2 µm. Therefore, all crystals 

smaller than 0.2 µm should pass through the filter. In the case of CON, although some 

COM crystals were observed at 1 min (Figure 4.11A), this may not necessary be in 

disagreement with the PSA data, since this SEM image is not a statistical representation 

of the entire population of crystals present, as is the case with the PSA data. Thus, these 

observed crystals may represent the few variation that may be present in a population.  

4.6.4 SEM Images of COM Crystals Prepared by Vacuum Drying 

Unlike the oven dried technique, in the filtered crystals, no significant evidence 

for the formation of COM crystals were observed during the first 10 min. This may be 

due to the small size of COM crystals formed, and hence, they would pass through filter 

and only larger COD crystals are observed. Alternatively, the heat of the oven at 70 ºC 

may favour the formation of COM, biasing our results. Thus, crystals at 1 and 10 min 
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were prepared by vacuum drying (Figure 4.13). In doing so, a significant number of NaCl 

crystals were observed. In CON solutions, both COM and COD crystals can be identified 

during the first 10 min. However, only COD crystals can be seen in PPS treated solutions. 

 
Figure 4.13. SEM images of calcium oxalate crystals prepared by vacuum drying. Scale bar in A to 

D equals 10 µm, and in inset a 2 µm. 

4.7 Characterization of PPS and COM Crystals by Infrared (IR) 
Spectroscopy 

Infrared spectroscopy was performed on PPS by casting small amounts of the 

solid in a KBr pellet. Calcium oxalate crystals grown with and without PPS were 

prepared in a cuvette as described in the Experimental section. After 120 minutes, an 

aliquot from each sample was removed, added to a glass vial, and kept in an oven at 70 

ºC for two minutes to evaporate as much of the water as possible without completely 

drying the samples. The vials were then removed from the oven and evaporated to 
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dryness at room temperature. The crystals were harvested and cast in a KBr pellet to 

compare their IR spectra to that for a KBr pellet containing commercial COM. 

IR of PPS shows a SO4
2- stretch at 1261 cm-1. When PPS is added to COM 

crystallization and analyzed after 120 minutes, this stretch was shifted to 1231 cm-1 

(Figure 4.14). This shift possibly occurs because SO4
2- may interact with calcium in the 

solution or with COM crystals, which decreases its flexibility, and hence affecting its 

force constant, resulting in a decrease of its wave number. This ionic interaction may be 

responsible for favouring the formation of COD crystals in the presence of PPS. 

 
Figure 4.14. IR data showing COM crystals (A), PPS (B) and COM crystals grown in the presence 

of PPS (C). Note the shift of the sulfate peak in PPS at 1261 cm-1 in (B) to 1231 cm-1 in 
COM plus PPS (C).  

4.8 Discussion 

4.8.1 Effects of PPS on COM Crystallization and Aggregation 

The data presented in this Chapter suggests that PPS extracted from Elmiron® 

capsules may have an effect on reducing the size of calcium oxalate crystals in the 
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conditions described in this Chapter. However, the extent of this effect and the role of the 

polysaccharide are not clear because of the statistical variation of the data.  

In this study, PPS added to the crystallization medium at a concentration of 2.5 

mg/mL appear to reduce the size of calcium oxalate crystals when examining the data 

from the number distribution graphs, which represent the most abundant population of 

particles at a given PSA measurement (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.6). When comparing the 

data from the mean peak intensity of the three peaks, the results are not very conclusive. 

Initially, PPS appears to be affecting the size of larger particles, suggesting that it may be 

playing a role in preventing crystal aggregation (Figure 4.5c). When more measurements 

were taken by the PSA (i.e. every 4 min), PPS appeared to affect the size of smaller 

particles, suggesting that it maybe inhibiting the growth of developing crystals (Figure 

4.7a). Moreover, there was a significant statistical variation observed in the collected data 

points. However, the aging study showed that PPS sterilized by sodium azide affected 

both early and later stage growths (Figure 4.9a and c). This effect is not due to the 

presence of sodium azide as it did not have any effect on COM crystallization. There are 

different reasons to account for these observed variations. 

The PSA measures the size of particles by their Brownian motion. Thus, larger 

particles will move slower while smaller ones will move faster. The dynamic light 

scattering of such particles is converted to size using a computer algorithm. As COM 

crystals and crystal aggregates form they may start to sediment in the cuvette during the 

PSA run. Particles that sediment will also scatter light and can alter the data, contributing 

to the observed statistical variation.  
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A second reason for the observed variation may be that when the instrument 

converts intensity peaks into a number, it is only taking into account the largest 

population of particles, and hence, the three intensity peaks observed in Figure 4.2b 

Figure 4.3b are converted to one (Figure 4.2c and Figure 4.3c). As described in Section 

4.4.1, the instrument makes four assumptions when converting the intensities into a 

number distribution. Satisfying all these four criteria is unlikely in the case of calcium 

oxalate crystallization experiments. Since the dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique 

itself has an inherent 10-15% polydispersity, the assumption of no error is always invalid. 

As such, number distributions derived from dynamic light scattering measurements are 

best used for comparison purposes or for estimating the relative amounts of multimodal 

(multiple size peaks) samples, and should never be considered absolute. Moreover, 

increasing the concentrations of PPS may alter the refractive index of the solution, and 

hence, render the assumptions invalid.  

A third possible reason for the variations observed in the PSA data between the 

three PSA experiments (ones where the data were collected every 8 min, those that were 

collected every 4 min and the aging experiments) is the effect of viscosity and refractive 

index on the acquired data. Since all solutions were prepared in water, the instrument was 

programmed to make all runs with water as the dispersant, having a viscosity of 0.8872 

cP and a refractive index of 1.330 at 25 ºC, as programmed in the instrument. When the 

refractive indices of PPS solutions at 0.1 g/mL, 0.01 g/mL, 0.001 g/mL and 0.0001 g/mL 

were measured at 24 ºC, the results were as follows: 1.3423, 1.3340, 1.3325 and 1.3326, 

respectively (see Appendix 3 for graph). Graphing these data and extrapolating the 

refractive indices of PPS solutions at 2.5 mg/mL, 1 mg/mL and 0.1 mg/mL, gives the 
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following refractive indices: 1.3329, 1.3328 and 1.3327, respectively. It was assumed that 

these values are close to the refractive index of water, 1.330, but this assumption may not 

be valid. It may be possible that the slight variation of the refractive indices could have 

skewed the data. Moreover, the viscosity of the solutions was not measured and was 

assumed to be equal to that of water. However, since PPS is a polysaccharide, increasing 

its concentration may have increased the viscosity of water, and hence, contributed to the 

statistical variability observed in the data. 

A fourth reason for the lack of consistency in the data is that although the 

instrument was programmed to take the measurements at set times, the automatic 

function of the instrument detects the optimum time required to collect an accurate 

measurement. This time varied slightly from sample to sample ranging in a total time of 

7.5 min to 8 min from one measurement (i.e. run) to another. Thus, run number 10, for 

example, might have been measured at time 75 min for one sample, but at time 80 min 

for another. This, of course, can contribute to the observed statistical variation observed 

from one sample to another. Moreover, the variability between the initial study and the 

one that closely monitors crystallization may be attributed to the difference in 

programming the PSA for data acquisition. For the initial measurements (i.e. Figure 4.4 

and Figure 4.5), the instrument was programmed to wait 5 minutes between each 

measurement, then 1 minute for equilibration, followed by about 2 minutes of data 

acquisition, for a total of 8 minutes. For the latter measurements (i.e. Figure 4.6 and 

Figure 4.7), the PSA was programmed to wait for only 1 minute, equilibrate for 1 minute 

and acquire data for about 2 min. The waiting time difference in the programming of the 
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instrument may be responsible for the inconsistency observed between the initial studies 

and those performed to closely monitor the crystallization.  

As mentioned earlier, although the effects of PPS on calcium oxalate 

crystallization appear to be inconclusive due to the statistical variation, PPS in all three 

experiments seems to have an effect on reducing the size of calcium oxalate crystals, 

whether small (Figure 4.7a), large (Figure 4.5c), or both (Figure 4.9a and c). The 

mechanism for the decrease in nanocrystals size observed by the PSA may be attributed 

to inhibition of aggregation as demonstrated in earlier studies due to an increase in the 

negative zeta potential on the crystal surface.114 Alternatively, pentosan polysufate 

inhibited COM crystal adhesion to BSC-1 renal epithelial cells and this inhibition is 

speculated to be through binding to a single class of sites on the crystal surface that is 

crucial for adhesion to cells resulting in prevention of cell binding.110 Earlier reports 

suggest that citrate (a small anionic molecule), osteopontin (a protein thought to be an 

inhibitor of calcium oxalate crystal aggregation) and chondroitin (which is a GAG) bind 

strongly to the (100) face of COM crystals.101, 102 Therefore, PPS may be binding directly 

to COM crystals, and hence, preventing their growth.  

Scanning electron microscopy images suggest that PPS favours the growth of 

COD over COM (Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.13). Anionic peptides such as 

poly-L-aspartic acid added to COM crystallization medium have been previously 

observed to favour the formation of COD over COM.83, 128 The exact mechanism remains 

unclear. One possible mechanism can be due to the stabilization of COD, which is the 

kinetic product of calcium oxalate crystallization, and hence, prevention of its 

transformation into COM, the thermodynamic polymorph (Scheme 4.1). Although others 
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have proposed that COD converts to COM when incubated at 37 ºC for a week,129 and 

thermal studies showed that COD crystals dehydrate to COM at 50 ºC,130 in our PSA 

conditions at 25 ºC, however, such a transformation is unlikely to occur.  

 
Scheme 4.1. The scheme presents the equilibrium between calcium and oxalate ions and COM and 

COD crystals. At our experimental conditions, COD being the kinetic product forms 
within few minutes and then appears to dissolve to regenerate the calcium and oxalate 
ions again. The ions then associate to form the thermodynamic product COM. 

Another possible mechanism in the predominant formation of COD crystals in the 

presence of anionic polymers may be related to the binding of such polymers to certain 

facets of the forming crystal, and hence, acting as capping agents allowing the growth of 

uncapped facets of the crystal which can then dictate the crystal morphology. Recent 

studies using atomic force microscopy (AFM) demonstrated that citrate and osteopontin 

bind to preferred crystal facets of COM, and hence can influence calcium oxalate crystal 

morphology.80, 101, 102, 131 A polymer molecule is required for such an interaction, and 

hence, no change should be observed if anionic molecules are added to the crystallization 

medium. Indeed, when D-glucosamine 3-sulfate was added to the crystallization medium 

at a similar sulfate concentration as PPS, it did not influence the particle size of 

nucleating and growing calcium oxalate crystals (Figure 4.8), indicating the requirement 

for the anionic polymer. Moreover, IR data shows that the SO4
2- stretch of PPS shifts by 

about 30 cm-1 (Figure 4.14), when added to calcium oxalate crystallization media, 

signalling a binding interaction with calcium oxalate. This is in agreement with earlier 
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studies demonstrating biding of pentosan polysulfate to COM on Langmuir films.117 

Other mucopolysaccharides adsorption onto COM crystals has also been shown.132 The 

data is consistent with evidence suggesting that PPS may adsorb on the growing crystal, 

acting as a capping agent, and biasing the formation of the kinetic product COD. Figure 

4.15 schematically illustrates the growth of calcium oxalate ions into a newly formed 

crystal that becomes COM in the absence of PPS (above) or COD in the presence of PPS 

(bottom). Although the data is not conclusive, future studies using atomic force 

microscopy80 and atomic-level molecular dynamics simulations131 can confirm this claim.  

 
Figure 4.15. Schematic representation of the growth of a developing calcium oxalate crystal in the 

absence of PPS (above) or its presence (bottom). 

Calcium oxalate crystals synthesized for SEM imaging were prepared by filtering, 

oven drying or vacuum dehydration. Filtering is the best of the three techniques, 

however, due to the size of the filter (0.2 µm) smaller crystals were not observed. Thus, 
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crystals were collected by drying in an oven at 70 ºC. In doing so, many COM crystals 

were observed in both control and PPS treated solutions and no COD crystals were 

observed. This is probably due to the heat applied, which favours the formation of the 

thermodynamic COM crystals. As described earlier, higher temperatures favour the 

formation of COM.130 Nonetheless, in the first 30 min, the size of the observed COM 

crystals was much smaller in PPS treated solutions than in control (Figure 4.10). At 120 

min, however, more NaCl crystals were observed and the size of crystal aggregation was 

similar in both samples. When crystals were prepared by vacuum drying, only COD 

crystals were observed during the first 10 minutes, matching the results seen when 

filtering.  

4.8.2 Therapeutic Role of PPS 

The effects of PPS on COM crystallization appear to be most pronounced at a 

concentration of 2.5 mg/mL (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7). Since the pentosan polysulfate 

used in preparing the Elmiron® capsules has a molecular weight of 4 to 6 kDa, 2.5 

mg/mL corresponds to a concentration range of 0.6 to 0.4 µM. This concentration is 

within the range where pentosan polysulfate inhibited COM crystals binding to renal 

epithelial cells.110 This can imply that at the concentrations tested in our experimental 

conditions, PPS may have three protective effects: (1) it can directly decrease COM 

binding to renal epithelial cells;110 (2) PPS appears to favour the formation of COD 

(Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.13) which has been demonstrated to be less 

pathological than COM in having less affinity to renal epithelial cells,106 and hence, more 

readily passed in urine instead of acting as a seed for crystal growth; and (3) PPS may 

prevent crystal aggregation as observed by our SEM images, and hence, it can reduce the 
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chance of formation of kidney stones. It is important to note that the results observed in 

this Chapter are performed in vitro and at 25 ºC. Experiments using animal models 

should be performed to compare these results with in vivo studies.  

It would be important to conduct a clinical study investigating the effects of PPS 

against a placebo in patients. If it is found that it has an effect at reducing the episodes of 

kidney stones or the pain associated with the disease, then it may be a good treatment to 

improve the quality of life for such patients. 

4.9 Experimental 

4.9.1 Extraction of Pentosan Polysulfate from Elmiron ® Capsules 

Pentosan polysulfate was extracted from Elmiron® capsules (Ortho-McNeil 

Pharmaceuticals, Inc) following an earlier procedure with slight modification.123 The 

combined powder obtained from 5 Elmiron® capsules was stirred for 60 min at room 

temperature with 50 mL Millipore water. This procedure was applied to 25 more capsules 

to yield a total of 6 samples in 6 separate Erlenmeyer flasks. Each sample was vacuum 

filtered to remove any water insoluble material and the water-soluble components were 

recovered by lyophilizing the aqueous filtrates to dryness (approximately 72 h). The solid 

residue from each pool of 5 capsules was weighed, stored at room temperature in a 

separate vial and is referred to as ‘PPS’ in this report.  

4.9.2 Preparation of COM Crystals with and without PPS 

The average weight of the water-soluble components extracted from each set of 5 

Elmiron® capsules was 0.449 ± 0.023 g after isolation by lyophylization. It was assumed 

that, due to the highly anionic and hydrophilic nature of pentosan polysulfate, the 
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majority of water-soluble component is the active drug. Moreover, the IR spectrum of the 

extracts (PPS) was very similar to that for pure pentosan polysulfate published in the 

literature (Appendix 3).124 

When required, the solid harvested from each set of 5 capsules was weighed and 

dissolved in Millipore water to yield the desired concentrations (0.001–25 mg/mL) just 

prior to conducting each experiment, unless otherwise stated. All experiments, unless 

otherwise indicated, were conducted three or four times (n = 3–4) using at least 3 of the 

harvested samples giving a total of 9 to 18 experimental repetitions. 

All chemicals used for the crystallization experiments were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich, unless otherwise indicated. Millipore water was used for the preparations 

of all buffers and solutions. Calcium oxalate monohydrate crystals were grown directly in 

the cuvette used for particle size analysis (PSA) experiments by mixing CaCl2 and 

sodium oxalate (Na2C2O4) in an ionic buffer containing 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM 

HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid) at pH 7.5, with a 10:1 ratio 

of calcium to oxalate as previously described.70 This ratio was chosen because it is 

known to yield the largest size of COM crystals.83 Prior to the start of each PSA 

experiment, the cuvette was rinsed three times with purified water to eliminate any dust 

particles that may interfere with the laser-backscatter results. All solutions were added 

directly to the plastic cuvette (Malvern Scientific) using a micropipette in the following 

order: 1) either 0.5 mL of Millipore water (for the control experiments) or 0.5 mL of the 

PPS solution, 2) 0.4 mL of the NaCl/HEPES ionic buffer, 3) 1.0 mL of 10 mM CaCl2 and 

4) 0.1 mL of 10 mM Na2C2O4. The final volume in each cuvette was 2 mL. Immediately 

upon addition of the Na2C2O4 solution, the solutions were gently mixed using a 1.0 mL 
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micropipette, the cuvettes were covered with a fitted lid and placed in the particle size 

analyzer. At all times, care was taken not to shake or agitate the solutions in the cuvettes 

in order to minimize any premature crystallization. The solutions were not sterilized for 

the same reasons. The identity of the crystals was confirmed by optical microscopy 

(Figure 4.16) and X-ray diffraction (Appendix 1).  

 
Figure 4.16. Synthetic COM crystals grown in the laboratory. Scale bar is equal to 6 µm. 

In some experiments D-glusaminoglycan 2-sulfate sodium (DGS) (Sigma) was 

added instead of PPS at a sulfate concentration equivalent to PPS. PPS was assumed to 

have an average molecular weight of 5,000 g/mol (1 dalton = 1 g/mol), with each 

monomer having a molecular weight of 290 g/mol, giving 17 monomers. Given two 

sulfates per monomer of PPS, then the sulfate concentration at 2.5 mg/mL is 8.5 µM. 

Therefore, DGS with one sulfate group was added at a concentration of 17 µM. 

4.9.3 Light Scattering Particle Size Analysis (PSA) 

The effects of the solid extract harvested from the Elmiron® capsules have on 

nucleation and growth of calcium oxalate was examined by preparing samples as 
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described above with some containing PPS at varying concentrations and others without 

added extract. The samples that did not contain PPS were diluted with the equal amount 

of Millipore water to obtain the same volume as the samples that contained PPS. A total 

of 40 measurements were taken for each sample using the particle size analysis (PSA) 

instrument (Nano Zetasizer, Nano ZS, Malvern Scientific) at 25 ºC with a 360 s delay 

between each measurement. The total acquisition time for each measurement including 

the delay was approximately 7.5 to 8 min giving a total experiment time for each sample 

of 312 min. Calcium oxalate crystals synthesized by this technique tend to grow within 3 

h.  

Some experiments were conducted using a slightly modified protocol. In these 

cases, 55 PSA measurements were acquired at 25 ºC with a 60 s time delay between each 

measurement, giving a total acquisition time including the delay of about 216 min. This 

modified protocol was carried out to more closely probe the initial nucleation and crystal 

growth steps. 

For some PSA experiments, the instrument would stop for unknown reasons and 

not finish all the runs. Data from those experiments were not considered in the final 

calculations because they are incomplete and do not reflect the evolution of crystals over 

the programmed time. Whenever that happened, the instrument was turned off for about 

30 min, turned back on and left to warm up for about 15 min, and the experiment was 

repeated. 
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4.9.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersion Spectroscopy 
(EDX) 

To visually monitor calcium oxalate crystal growth in the presence and absence of 

PPS, we employed SEM coupled with EDX. Samples were prepared by oven drying, 

vacuum drying or filtering. The oven and vacuum drying techniques allowed us to 

observe nanocrystals that would otherwise pass through the filter. Eight calcium oxalate 

crystallization solutions were prepared for each method (16 in total) in 2 mL cuvettes as 

described above. Four of each of these solutions contained PPS at the most effective 

concentration (2.5 mg/mL) to inhibit calcium oxalate nucleation and growth. The 

remaining four solutions contained buffered water instead of PPS. All sixteen cuvettes 

were stored undisturbed at room temperature to induce nucleation and growth of calcium 

oxalate crystals. After 1, 10, 30 and 120 min of crystallization, a 20 µL aliquot amount of 

each solution was withdrawn and either filtered on an alumina filter with pore size of 0.2 

µm or were placed on 0.5 × 0.5 cm silicon wafers. The filtered crystals were allowed to 

dry for approximately 30 min, and after drying, the crystals were gold coated to minimize 

charging from the SEM. Silica wafers containing the 20 µL aliquots were placed in an 

oven at 70 ºC for approximately 30 s to dry. After drying, the wafers were rinsed with 

Millipore water to dissolve NaCl crystals, and then left to air dry. Samples were stored in 

anhydrous conditions until they could be imaged with a FEI scanning electron 

microscope operating at 10 electron kV. The elemental composition of the nano- and 

microcrystals observed for each sample was determined by energy dispersion X-Ray 

spectroscopy (EDX) using the same instrument. In a separate experiment, four calcium 

oxalate crystallization solutions were prepared in cuvettes, two containing PPS (2.5 

mg/mL) and two without any additive. At 1 and 10 min, an aliquot was drawn from each 
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solution and added on a silica wafer that was then put under vacuum for 24 h. After 

drying under vacuum, silica wafers were then imaged with SEM under similar conditions. 

4.9.5 Infrared (IR) Spectroscopy 

Infrared spectroscopy was performed on PPS by casting small amounts of the 

solid in a KBr pellet. Calcium oxalate crystals grown with and without PPS prepared in a 

cuvette as described above were similarly analyzed. After 120 min, a 500 µL aliquot 

from each sample was removed, added to a glass vial, and kept in an oven at 70 ºC for 

two minutes to evaporate as much of the water as possible without completely drying the 

samples. The vials were then removed from the oven and evaporated to dryness at room 

temperature. The crystals were harvested and cast in a KBr pellet to compare their IR 

spectra to that for a KBr pellet containing commercial COM. 

4.9.6 Statistical Analysis 

Data are expressed as mean values ± standard errors of mean (

€ 

SD
n

). The 

variations between data sets were analyzed using Student’s t-test. A value of P < 0.05 

was considered to be statistically significant. 
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5: CONCLUSIONS  

5.1 Summary of COM Stone Growth 

As mentioned in the Introduction Chapter, the mechanism of COM crystals 

development into pathological stones is still debated. One theory suggests crystal 

aggregation then deposition on a nidus.40-42 Another mechanism for stone growth 

describes heteroepitaxial growth,43 while growth by continuous crystallization is another 

possibility.  

Evidence presented in the first two chapters of this thesis bridges the 

aggregation/adhesion theory with continuous crystallization. Accordingly, all the known 

confirmations of each of the mentioned theories became the arguments supporting the 

model presented in Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19. This model relies on regions of 

crystalline COM uncovered by the organic matter, acting as nucleation spots for 

subsequent COM crystals. This explains the order of alignment observed in several COM 

crystals that are microns thick (Figure 2.10). Crystal aggregation/adhesion can also occur, 

disrupting the preferred crystal orientation and resulting in the formation of new domains 

with different crystallographic orientations. Such a model indicates that the outer most 

layer of the stone may be the crystalline phase that is not fully amalgamated with organic 

or protein molecules, where as the inner layers of the stone are a composite of crystals 

and organic molecules.  

Results from the MRI experiments in Chapter 2 support this model. Fluid water 

was only able to penetrate the outer most layer, the shell, of several COM kidney stones, 
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but was unable to flow into the core of the stone’s inner layers (Figure 3.5). Moreover, 

the shell of COM was demonstrated using X-ray diffraction data to be composed mainly 

of crystalline COM, where as the outer surface of the core had an unidentifiable layer 

(Figure 3.9). Therefore, a combination of optical microscopy studies, X-ray diffraction 

patterns and magnetic resonance imaging data support the suggested growth model of 

COM crystals into pathological kidney stones.  

In addition to supporting the suggested growth model, MRI data provided a 

justification for the decreased response of COM kidney stones to shock wave lithotripsy 

(SWL) observed by urologists. Since water only penetrates the shell of COM stones, it is 

harder to break the core of stone because it is impermeable to water.  

Based on the model of COM kidney stone growth proposed in Chapter 2, the 

effects of pentosan polysulfate sodium (PPS) can be more appreciated. The data suggest 

that PPS may interact ionically with newly forming calcium oxalate crystals reducing 

their size and preventing the formation of COM crystals. PPS favours the formation of 

COD, which is known to be less adhesive than COM. Therefore, PPS has the potential of 

becoming a therapeutic drug used for the prevention of the recurrence of COM kidney 

stones. 

Through bridging materials chemistry research with urology this work helped 

shed light on COM kidney stone formation, presenting a reason for an observed medical 

phenomenon (COM kidney stones resistance to SWL), and suggesting the use of a new 

therapeutic drug for the prevention of COM kidney stones recurrence. 
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5.2 Future Research 

5.2.1 COM Cross Section Investigation Using Transmission Electron Microscopy 
(TEM) 

It would be interesting to view cross sections of COM stones under a transmission 

electron microscope (TEM) equipped with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy 

to identify the organic matter amalgamated with COM crystals and the nature of the 

amorphous layer surrounding COM crystals in COM kidney stones. However, several 

obstacles are encountered when preparing and viewing COM kidney stone cross sections 

for TEM. 

One major limitation encountered is getting COM cross sections thin enough for 

TEM imaging (less than 100 nm), because COM stones cannot be thin sectioned unless 

they are demineralised with EDTA or HCl.133 Trying to microtome COM kidney stones 

fixed in wax does not work either (personally tried and Saeed Khan, Professor and 

Director of the Center for the Study of Lithiasis and Pathological Calcification at the 

University of Florida, personal communication). To overcome this obstacle, it is possible 

to take the 30 µm thick COM cross sections prepared by Vancouver Petrographics (see 

Experimental section of Chapter 2), dissolve the wax they are embedded in by heating to 

70 ºC on a metal block, followed by immersion in acetone for 24 h. Extreme care must be 

taken not to break the cross section as it is very brittle. Fine drops of wax can be added to 

the edges of a doughnut shaped copper grid that can then be laid over the COM cross 

section. Upon adhesion, the COM cross section fixed to the copper grid can then be made 

thinner by ion milling at low temperatures, using liquid nitrogen to avoid damage to the 

sample. Once ion milled, the sample is then ready for TEM imaging.  
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Another obstacle encountered when viewing COM cross sections under TEM is 

the conversion of crystalline material to amorphous material due to the high voltage 

coming from the electron beam. While examining a powdered COM stone for amorphous 

material, there was a rapid conversion of crystalline material to amorphous. The process 

occurs within seconds of the sample’s exposure to the intense diffraction beam at 200 

keV. Figure 5.1 shows a crystalline diffraction of a powdered COM sample that is 

converted to amorphous within seconds of its exposure to the intense electron beam. This 

limitation makes it difficult to examine the nature of the amorphous regions, as it is 

difficult to distinguish naturally amorphous regions from crystalline-converted-to-

amorphous ones. A logical approach to solve this problem may be to decrease the voltage 

of the electron beam to that used for biological sample analysis, about 80 keV. However, 

Dr. Peta Clode, Associate Professor at the Centre of Microscopy, Characterisation and 

Analysis (CMCA) at the University of Western Australia suggested increasing the 

voltage further to help electrons penetrate through the sample and avoid them burning the 

sample due to lack of conductivity (personal communication). An alternative solution 

would be to gold-coat the sample to make it conductive and allow the electrons to 

transmit through the sample. The draw back to gold coating is that an intense gold peak 

will appear in the EDX spectrum that may mask other smaller atoms. 
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Figure 5.1. a) TEM image of a powdered COM stone showing distinct diffraction. b) The same spot 
on the sample re-imaged within seconds of acquiring the first image showing a lack of 
diffraction due to exposure to electron beam (200 keV). 

Although the above process appears strenuous, it may be worth the effort. It has 

been demonstrated that calcium carbonate in sea urchin teeth is initially stored as an 

amorphous material and then it converts into a single crystal of calcite.134 It is suggested 

this process is aided by proteins that help keep amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) in 

its amorphous state, which allow for its easy storage due to its flexibility. This is very 

similar to the concept of mesocrystals recently introduced, which refer to hybrids of 

inorganic minerals and macromolecules.135 In a recent review it was suggested that the so 

called ‘nanoparticles’ thought of as a cause for kidney stones, see Section 1.4.4 in 

Chapter 1, may simply be mesocrystals that arise from organic polymeric templates that 

coalesce into the crystal-like structures observed by biomineralogists.27 Therefore, it 

would be extremely interesting if mesocrystals can be found in unetched COM kidney 

stone cross sections that are not biochemically treated. In fact, even more exciting would 

be to try and find amorphous COM with the help of electron diffraction and EDX data 

from the TEM. Such a finding can revolutionize the whole perception of COM kidney 
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stone formation and change the approach towards the examination of the role of proteins 

in crystal storage in human tissues. 

5.2.2 Examining Water Uptake by Cystine, Struvite, Uric acid and Hydroxy 
Apatite Kidney Stones 

Shock wave lithotripsy (SWL) is the most common treatment used for kidney 

stones. SWL induces fragmentation through cavitation, where water on the stone absorbs 

SWL energy to induce vapour bubbles that collapse, rupturing the mesoscopic structure.93 

The response of different kidney stones to SWL is quite variable with some being very 

hard to break by the technique while others are facile to shatter.87 Cystine and hydroxy 

apatite along with COM stones are among the more difficult ones to break, while struvite 

and uric acid stones are easier to destroy using SWL.  

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, the ability of liquid water to penetrate COM kidney 

stones was explored. It was suggested that COM’s resistance to SWL may be due to 

water’s inability to penetrate the whole stone. To confirm this hypothesis it will be useful 

to investigate several different types of kidney stones’ abilities to absorb water. If the 

suggested hypothesis is correct, then uric acid and struvite stones should absorb most 

water while water will not be able to penetrate into cystine and hydroxy apatite stones. 

Subjecting the stones to humidity chamber and magnetic resonance imaging studies will 

help answer this question and enhance the understanding of SWL’s mechanism of action.  

5.2.3 Investigating COM Crystallization in Other Organisms 

Although extensive research conducted over the past century gave a better 

understanding about calcification of calcium oxalate kidney stones, there still remain 

many unanswered questions about this disease. For example, do calcium oxalate kidney 
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stones originate from a controlled biomineralization mechanism as a means of storing 

calcium? Some plants, such as Lemna minor (duckweed) store COM crystals in special 

compartments within cells as means of controlling calcium and oxalate content.136 During 

periods of low calcium concentrations, newly formed COM crystals can be dissolved 

back to utilize the calcium ion.136 The exact mechanism for this dissolution is unknown, 

but it is believed to be due to changes in the pH within the COM compartments that force 

the dissolution of the newly formed COM crystals (Mary Alice Webb, Associate 

Professor at the Department of Botany and Plant Pathology at Purdue University, 

personal communication). Not only in plants, but animals like the silkworm (Bombyx 

mori) that feeds on calcium rich mulberry leaves accumulate massive amounts of tablet-

shaped calcium oxalate crystals in its Malpighian tubules, which are similar to the human 

kidneys.137 Moreover, calcium-containing electron dense granules found in several 

organisms resemble those of kidney stones found in humans.27 It is extremely interesting 

to investigate the mechanism by which some plants and silkworm can store COM crystals 

and dissolve them when needed. Some relevance may be drawn to the suggested concept 

of COM crystals internalization and storage by epithelial cells.31, 36  
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6: APPENDICES 

6.1 Appendix 1.  

6.1.1 XRD of Synthetic COM Crystals 

COM crystals were grown as described in the Experimental section of Chapter 2. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on the Bruker D8 Advance X-ray 

diffractometer utilizing a Cu Kα radiation source, a 0.2 mm collimator, 0.02 step size and 

run for 10 h. 

 
Figure 6.1. XRD patterns of synthetic COM crystals. 
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6.1.2 XRD of COM Kidney Stones 

X-ray diffraction was studied at room temperature using Reflection mode on a 

Rigaku R-AXIS rapid curved image plate detector with graphite monochromator, a Cu 

Kα radiation source, a 0.3 mm collimator and 25-minute exposure. The reflected X-ray 

beam was measured from 5 to 80 degrees at 0.02 steps and 2 seconds per step. For XRD 

analysis, a suspension of powdered COM kidney stones was prepared by grinding stone 

samples using a standard laboratory mortar and pestle, and then adding acetone directly 

to the mortar bowl. Using a Pasteur pipette 4-5 drops of the resulting suspension were 

placed onto a square piece of a glass microscope slide (ca. 1 ×  1 cm) and heated in an 

oven at 60 ºC for 5 minutes to evaporate the acetone and aid the sample sticking to the 

glass. COM crystals obtained from Fisher Scientific were mounted on a glass slide and 

analyzed on the XRD instrument under similar conditions. 

 
Figure 6.2. XRD pattern of a COM kidney stone used in stone crystal analysis (Chapter 2). 
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Figure 6.3. XRD pattern of a COM kidney stone used in stone crystal analysis (Chapter 2). 

 

 
Figure 6.4. XRD pattern of a COM kidney stone used in stone crystal analysis (Chapter 2). 
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Figure 6.5. XRD pattern of COM crystals purchased from Fisher Scientific. 
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6.2 Appendix 2 

6.2.1 Humidity Chamber Data of Second COM Kidney Stone Fragment 

The ability of a COM stone fragment to absorb water was tested in a humidity 

chamber as outlined in Chapter 3. 

 
Figure 6.6. Change in mass of a piece of COM kidney stone (solid line) as the % humidity within a 

controlled humidity chamber is increased (broken line). 
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6.2.2 X-Ray Diffraction Patterns of Powdered Shell and Core of COM Kidney 
Stones 

 
Figure 6.7. XRD of COM kidney stone UA_01_158 used in MRI studies. 

 
Figure 6.8. XRD of core of COM stone 1. 
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Figure 6.9. XRD of core of COM stone 2. 

 
Figure 6.10. XRD of core of COM stone 3. 
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Figure 6.11. XRD of core of COM stone 4. 

 
Figure 6.12. XRD of core of COM stone 5. 
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Figure 6.13. XRD of shell of COM stone 1. 

 
Figure 6.14. XRD of shell of COM stone 2. 
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Figure 6.15. XRD of shell of COM stone 3. 

 
Figure 6.16. XRD of shell of COM stone 4. 
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Figure 6.17. XRD of shell of COM stone 4. 

6.2.3 Energy Dispersion X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) Analysis  

After conducting the MRI experiments, the inner surface of the shell and the outer 

surface of the core of stones 3, 5 and another stone not subjected to MRI were separated 

using a razor blade, or forceps in the case of stone 3, and each piece was analyzed by 

EDX (see experimental section in Chapter 3). 
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Figure 6.18.  EDX analysis of the inner surface of the water-absorbing shell of stone 5 after MRI 

analysis. 
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Figure 6.19. EDX analysis of the outer surface of the non-absorbing core of stone 5 after MRI 

analysis. 
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Figure 6.20. EDX analysis of the inner surface of the water-absorbing shell of a stone not subjected 

to MRI analysis. 
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Figure 6.21. EDX analysis of the outer surface of the non-absorbing core of a stone not subjected to 

MRI analysis. 
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6.2.4 MRI Images of COM Kidney Stones 

 
Figure 6.22. MRI image of stone 5 (before being broken) at t = 0 h and t = 18 h showing no water 

penetration further than an outer shell. 
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Figure 6.23. COM stone subjected to MRI showing no water penetration further than the outer 

shell. 
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Figure 6.24. COM stone #2 subjected to MRI showing no water penetration further than the outer 

shell. 
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6.3 Appendix 3 

6.3.1 Characterization of PPS by IR 

The stretch at 3461 cm-1 is due to OH group from H2O that is absorbed by PPS 

from moisture in the air. The stretch at 1639 cm-1 is due to the carbonyl group of the 

oxalate. The sulfate stretch is at 1261 cm-1 and it is the peak used in COM crystallization 

to indicate ionic interactions between the sulfate group and COM crystals. 

 
Figure 6.25. Infrared spectrum of PPS isolated from Elmiron® capsules. The X-axis is cm-1 and the 

Y-axis is arbitrary units.  
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Table 6.1. Sample of re-arrangement of peaks 1, 2 and 3 to reflect the size of particles for a CON 
experiment such that peak 1 represents the smallest size of particles present and peak 3 
represents the largest. The peaks are mean intensity peaks for each size. The peaks 
shown in red represent the re-arrangement. The average of each peak for every run 
was plotted in the PSA graphs shown in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 6.26 Graph of the refractive indices measured at 24 ºC for PPS solutions at 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 

and 0.0001 g/mL. The equation displayed in the graph was used to extrapolate the 
refractive index of PPS at 2.5 mg/mL. 
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Figure 6.27. Particle size analysis data showing the average mean intensities for (A) peak 1, (B) peak 

2 and (C) peak 3, for calcium oxalate crystals growing in solutions containing only 
CaCl2, Na2C2O4 (CON, n = 5) or with 25 mg/mL of PPS (n = 3). Error bars are 
presented as SEM.   
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6.4 Appendix 4 

A Photo-Controlled Molecular Switch Induces Reversible Paralysis in a 
Living Organism 

This paper is reproduced with permission from Usama Al-Atar, Rylan Fernandes, 

Bob Johnsen, David Baillie, and Neil R. Branda, “A photo-controlled molecular switch 

induces reversible paralysis in a living organism”, Journal of the American Chemical 

Society, 131(44): 15966-15967. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. 

This manuscript was highlighted in the following:  

a. Science News, October 13th, 2009 (web edition):  

http://www.sciencenews.org/view/generic/id/48362/title/Paralyzed%2C_then_unp

aralyzed%2C_by_the_light 

b. Chemical and Engineering News, 87 (42): 36 (October 19th, 2009). 

c. BBC News, Thursday, November 19th, 2009 (web edition): 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/8367081.stm 

d. The Scientist (interview on Monday, Nov. 30th, 2009), in press.  

The use of light to trigger changes in molecular systems has great importance in 

biochemistry and medicine.1 Systems based on the reversible photoreactions of 

diarylethenes have advanced the area of ‘smart’ materials and their potential use as 

components of molecular electronics, optical memory and variable-transmission filters 

has been well documented.2 Their appeal is based on the fact that light can be tuned to 

reversibly and specifically trigger optical and electronic changes such as colour, emission 

and refractive index in materials that contain the versatile molecular architecture.3 
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However, despite the large body of literature describing the use of diarylethene 

photoswitches in Materials Science technologies, their ability to reversibly control 

chemical and biochemical reactivity has only recently been demonstrated.4 They have not 

been used in vivo as drug delivery vehicles or to unmask therapeutic agents,5 where 

issues such as whether the photoresponsive systems can be absorbed by a living 

organism, if they retain their reversible photoactivity, and if the two forms of the 

molecular switch have unique effects on the function of the living organism must be 

considered. 

Here we demonstrate for the first time that the light-induced reactions of a 

photoresponsive dithienylethene can be reversibly triggered in a living organism and that 

the photoswitch induces paralysis in Caenorhabditis elegans only when specific 

wavelengths of light converts it to one of its structural forms. 

The photoswitch used in the in vivo studies described in this communication is 

bis(pyridinium) DTE 1 (Scheme 1), which undergoes cyclization from a colourless, ring-

open isomer (1-o) to a coloured, ring-closed isomer (1-c) when exposed to UV light 

(300–400 nm). The reverse, ring-opening process is triggered with visible light of 

wavelengths greater than 490 nm. The specific photoresponsive architecture has many 

appealing features. (1) Neither isomer spontaneously converts to the other at ambient 

temperatures (25–40°C) in the absence of light. (2) The photoreactions tend to proceed 

with a high degree of efficiency and with minimal degradation. (3) The charged nature of 

1o renders it soluble in an aqueous solution that can be orally administered. (4) The 

compound emits light, which allows its uptake in living organisms to be easily monitored 

using fluorescence microscopy. (5) Most importantly, the two isomers of the photoswitch 
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have significantly different abilities to act as electron accepting species. In the medium 

used to administer the compound to the nematodes (10% DMSO in pH 7.0 phosphate 

buffer), isomer 1-c is easily reduced (at –350 mV) while 1-o is reduced along with the 

solvent at potentials more negative than –1.0 V suggesting that only the ring-closed 

isomer will interfere with the metabolic pathway required for energy production in C. 

elegans.6 Compounds with reduction potentials ranging from –230 mV to –720 mV in 

phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) are known to have this effect while compounds with reduction 

potentials similar to that for the ring-open isomer (1-o) do not.7 

Scheme 18 
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Caenorhabditis elegans is the model organism of choice for the in vivo 

photoswitching experiments. It has the advantage of being a simple multicellular 

eukaryotic organism that has been studied in great detail. It is also one of the simplest 

organisms with a nervous system, having 302 neurons, which explains why it has been 

extensively used as a model for neuroactivity and metabolism.9 Moreover, its transparent 

nature makes it an ideal candidate for monitoring color changes in vivo. 

The in vivo effect 1 has on C. elegans nematodes was demonstrated by feeding 

them the compound and toggling the photoswitch back-and-forth between its two isomers 

using UV and visible light. This was achieved by incubating 3–4 day old wild-type N2 

hermaphodite C. elegans with the photoswitch in either of its forms (1-o and 1-c) at room 

temperature in aqueous phosphate buffer (12 mM) containing 10% v/v DMSO. When 
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aliquot amounts of the C. elegans were withdrawn from each sample within the first 10 

minutes and after 60 min of incubation, washed twice with phosphate buffer and imaged 

using fluorescence microscopy, significant oral uptake of both forms of the photoswitch 

is evident as demonstrated by the easily observable fluorescence emitting from the body 

of the nematodes fed the photoswitch compared to samples fed only DMSO (Figure 1a vs 

1b and 1c). This clearly illustrates that the organisms have orally consumed the 

photoswitch, an observation that has been confirmed by multiple experiments.10 

Importantly, the photoresponsive compound retains its photoactivity (1-o  1-c) 

even when inside the body of the nematodes as confirmed by light microscopy (Figure 1d 

and 1e). Exposing the colourless nematodes, which were fed the ring-open form of the 

compound, to 365-nm light for 2 minutes resulted in an immediate appearance of the blue 

colour that is typical for this specific photoswitch as it undergoes the ring-closing 

reaction. The fact that the colour is apparent throughout the body illustrates that the 

photoswitch has either diffused or has been transported by the organisms. Visible light of 

wavelengths greater than 490 nm triggered the reverse reaction, regenerating the ring-

open isomer and the nematodes became colourless. This colouration–decolouration cycle 

can be repeated several (at least three) times. Nematodes that were fed the ring-closed 

form of the compound (1-c) had an apparent blue colour and could be transferred to 

colourless upon exposure to visible light of wavelengths greater than 490 nm for 20 

minutes. Nematodes incubated with DMSO alone did not react to UV light at 365 nm and 

appeared viable. 
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Figure 1.  Fluorescence microscopy images of C. elegans incubated with 10% DMSO (a) and 
photoswitch 1-c (12 mM) within the first 10 min (b) and after 60 min (c).11 Similar 
results were achieved with nematodes incubated with 1-o. Optical microscopy shows 
the photoswitch being interconverted between colourless 1o (d) and blue 1c (e) with 
light of wavelengths greater than 490 nm and UV light (365 nm) for 20 and 2 minutes, 
respectively. (f) The number of mobile, non-responsive and paralyzed nematodes for 
samples that have been treated with the ring-open or the ring-closed form of the 
photoswitch compared to controls after 60 min incubation, and (g) for samples exposed 
to varying amounts of 1-c. Error bars represent the Standard Error of Mean. 

The presence of 1 has a remarkable effect on the mobility of the nematodes 

depending on which isomer is present. Control nematodes (those fed only DMSO) plated 

on agar containing Escherichia coli OP50 as a food source appear mobile and lively, 

moving by chemotaxis towards the bacteria where they can feed and lay eggs (676 

worms). However, nematodes fed 1-c (12 mM) for 60 min (313 worms) appeared 

paralyzed and immobile (Figure 1f).12 The dose-response curve of using 1-c at 0, 2, 4, 8 

and 12 mM (average of 250 worms per experiment) showed that 12 mM is the most 

effective concentration (Figure 1g). 
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The ring-open form (1-o) appears to induce significantly less paralysis in the 

nematodes (260 worms), albeit, both forms are eventually toxic to the organisms. The 

paralysis induced by 1-c can be reversed by exposing the nematodes to visible light (20 to 

25 min) at the wavelengths required to convert 1-c to 1-o, by which time the nematodes 

regain their mobility and appear as if they had never been paralyzed. The paralysis can be 

turned ‘on’ and ‘off’ by cycling the photoswitch between its ring-open and ring-closed 

form within the same nematodes by alternating 365 nm light (for 2 min; paralysis is 

observed 10 to 15 min later) and visible light (> 490 nm; for 20 to 25 min).13 The 

paralysis is clearly an effect of the presence of the photoswitch as the control nematodes 

(676 worms) not treated with the compound appear unaffected by exposure to either UV 

or visible light. 

The differing response of the nematodes to the presence of the photoswitch may 

be due to the extent the organisms process the compound. Initially, the uptake is mainly 

in the mouth region. After 60 min, some nematodes appeared to process the compound 

further throughout their bodies, which may lead to ‘non-responsive’ behaviour. Most of 

these nematodes were actually alive as observed by the pumping of their pharyngeal 

bulbs when viewed under the microscope. In other worms, the compound was less 

distributed throughout the bodies and was concentrated mainly in the head region, which 

may result in the reversible paralysis. In the extreme cases, some nematodes showed 

either no uptake of the compound or localization of it only in the head region resulting in 

minimal effects. 

The unique ability of the photoresponsive dithienylethene to reversibly isomerize 

between biologically active (1-c) and inactive (1-o) forms when irradiated with different 
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wavelengths of light proves that ‘on-off’ control of biological functions can be achieved. 

This example illustrates how photoswitches offer great potential for advancing 

biomedical technologies such as photodynamic therapy as alternative, non-invasive 

surgical treatments. In these studies we have demonstrated that an appropriately chosen 

photoswitch can be taken up by a living organism and still retain its photoswitching 

behaviour in vivo. In this particular example, the unique electron accepting ability of one 

of the photoisomers to induce paralysis in C. elegans is likely a result of its interrupting 

the metabolic electronic pathway and the resulting loss of energy production. Future 

work will focus on determining the validity of this claim. 

Supporting Information Available: Methods and video file of reversible nematode 

paralysis. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. 
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Supporting Information 

Methods  

Ring-closing reactions were carried out using the light source from a lamp used 

for visualizing TLC plates at 365 nm (Spectroline E-series, 470 W/cm2). Ring-opening 

reactions were carried out using the light of a 300-W halogen photo optic source passed 

through a 490-nm cutoff filter to eliminate higher energy light.  

The incubation solutions were prepared by dissolving 10 mg of the photoswitch in 

100 µl of DMSO in a 1.5 ml Eppendorf centrifuge tube. The ring-closed isomer (1-c) was 

generated in greater than 98% yield by irradiating the sample with UV light (365 nm) for 

10 min. Pure samples of the ring-open isomer (1-o) were prepared by irradiating solutions 

with visible light (wavelengths greater than 490 nm) for 20 min. Each solution was 

treated with 900 µ l of phosphate buffer containing approximately 1000, 3–4 day old C. 

elegans. The final concentration of the photoswitch was 12 mM. A control solution was 

prepared by replacing the 100 µl of the solution of 1 with pure DMSO.  
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The plated nematodes were gently prodded with a metal wire. Any nematodes that 

moved rapidly were considered ‘mobile’. Those that “twitched” but could not move were 

considered ‘paralyzed’. Those that did not move at all were considered ‘non-responsive’. 

It is noteworthy to mention that nematodes considered ‘paralyzed’ appeared ‘non-

responsive’ until prodded.  

 

Figure S1.  Fluorescence microscopy images of nematodes taken within the first 10 minutes (top) 
and after 60 minutes (bottom) of exposure to photoswitch 1-c. 

 

Figure S2. Fluorescence microscopy images of nematodes taken within the first 10 minutes (top) 
and after 60 minutes (bottom) of exposure to DMSO solutions without photoswitch 1-c. 
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Figure S3.  Fluorescence microscopy images of nematodes taken after 60 minutes of exposure to 
varying amounts of photoswitch 1-c. 

 

Figure S4.  Optical microscopy images of nematodes incubated with photoswitch 1-c showing 
colour changes upon exposure to UV and visible light. 
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